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Preface

The important relationship of linguistics to reading has long been recognized

but seldom has it been adequately expoited. Many linguists feel that when

people read, theytall on what they know about language form and use in

ways which we, as yet, little understand. Many reading specialists, likewise,

feel .that reading is some type of language. processing operation in which the

language takts the form of print on the page. Although both the fieldS Of lin-

guistics and reading arc concorned with meaning, there has been little sharing

of ideas across:the fields. A great deal of mutual focus, in the past, has been
1

on letter-sound correspondenr,. This focus has led many teachers to consider

the contribution of linguistics to be little more thanlphonology. Some reading

people, in fact, erroneously think.Of this contributill as "the linguistic

approach."

As the title indicates, this stries is dedicated to the bringing together.

of linguistics and reading. It is intended to present' both technical.and prac-
,

tical matters which contribute to the comprehension of the printed page. The
1various issues in the series will be theme oriented, centering around a specif,-

ic.concept or approach for which both the fields of linguistics and reading tan

btneft. The ultimate goal of the series is to Open.insights about reading to.

linguists and insights about lingt44.s.tics to reading specialists.

Roger W. Shuy

. March 1977
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Introduction: Attention grid IndivIdual
Differences in Comprehension\

, Half a dozen years ago, a massive review of the reading researchAiterature
concluded that "the reaeJig problem" in the U.S. is not explainable in terms of
the.ability to learnor the inability to learn--grapheme-phoneme corresponden-
ces. Rather', it has to do.with the difficulties thatjpeople have in compre-
liending spoken, as well as written, messages (Corder, 1971). This conclusion is,

i of cours,e, completely.consistent with the obvious, but oftentimes overlooked .

I' observation that the reader's comprehension of written language depends upon the
reader's comprehension of language.

Understanding of the processes involved in reading comprehension, and un-
derstanding of breakdowns and failures in reading comprehenSion proctasses, need
to build upon an understanding of how spoken" langUage is comprehended. There is
a common core of linguistic knowledge, skills, and strategies underlying an indi-
vidual's reading, listening, speaking, and writing. .. Inquiry into language
structure, language' Llise, and language variation is. necessary to,im ove current
procedures for diagndsing and remediating reading comprehension pro ems.. There
are three strong arguments for coordinated inquiry on language.and re ding com-
prehension. First, there is the evidence cited above that, at the heart of "the
reading problem" are difficultieS in comprehending ::.poken, as well as wqtten,
messages (Corder, 1971). Second, for purposes of diagnosis and remediation, it
is important to knoW the extent to which an individual's reading comprehenr,ion
difficulties axe due to problems in dealing with written language specifically,,
or problems.in dealing with language, whether spoken or written (Sticht and Heck,
1976). Third, the evidence of transfer of training from listening skills to
reading skills indicates that skill's necessary for reading comprehension can be
leffectively and efficiently taught as listening comprehension skills; once taught_
as listening skills, these language comprehension skills are automatically acces-.
sible to the learner in his-reading comp.0 hension activities (Sticht and James,
1977).

.,

The papers/in this collectiOn Provide a number of perspectives on the
central role that language plays in.reading comprehension_ Two themes emerge as
crucial to deeper understanding Of reading comprehension: the role of attention,
and the role of individual differences. 'Research in reading comprehension, like
research in cognitive psychology,, bas been far more concerned with individual
commonalities/and far less with individualac l irfnfa;rences in the linguistic, cogni-
tive, :erceptUal, and affective factors th have a determining effect on an
individual's reading comprehension. Arguments advanced in support of the study of
linguistic variation also apply to the study of variation with respect to reading
comprehension.

Thi-s cohlection points to Jthe role of attention as an important focal point
for furtherinciuiry into readi'g comprehension. What the reader attends to, and
how he allo ates his attention in reading

ic

determine the accuracy, depth, and
efficiencylof his coMprehensio . Very recently, there has been a significant
convergenc by researchers fron different fields on attention as a major factor
in reading comprehension., reading development, and reading disability. This
introducti n provides a brief fdiscussion of attention as a major factor in
reading co prehension, and cornents on the various types of linguistic structures
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attended to by the reader aS he extracts neaning from written language Follow-

ing that, the contributions that each of the papers in this collection makes to
the study of reading comprehension are briefly noted.

Attention is a vital control mezhanism in our everyday information proces-
sing activities: We may drive right past a stop sign because we were so engros-
sed in conversation with our paSsengers that we stopped paying-attention to our
driving. While at a lecture, we may "tune (nit" or stop paying attention to the
speaker, and then be startled back to attention by the sound of the audience,
applauding. Or we may suddenly realize that we have "read" the last few pages in
a buok without "paying attention," and consequently, we have to reread them.

Students in some classrooms spend abdut twice as much time paying attention
to the teacher a. do students,in.Other classrooms; the amount Of time that stu-
dents in "slow" reading groups spend attending to the reading task may be far
less than for students in "fast" reading groups (McDermott, 1976, 1977). The
amount of time that student's spend attending to an instructOnal task is an .
important variable determining whether or.not they learn (Wanat,. 1975). A study
exploring the widely held view that, in the U.S., girls are better readers than
boys, suggested that:the sex difference favoring girls frequently found in:read7
ing achievement seems to be mediated by an attentional variable (Samuels and
Turnure, 1974). Thus, differences in the allocation of attention in the class-

.-room seem to underlie sex differences in reading achievement. The observations
of'McDermott, Waniit, and Samuels and Turnure Suggest that, at a "macro" level,
differences in the allocation,of attention may be related to Performance dif-
ferences in classroom activities such as reading.

One remedial reading program worked at training probleth readers to direct
their attention to various linguistic units serving as accesses to comprehension
"by making attention necessary to,successfully complete the task, the experimen-
tal Ss were 'trained' to attend (Heiman, Fisher, and Ross, 1973)," This sUpple-
mentary attention training averaged a total of four and one-quarter hours per
Person, spread over a seven-meek period. At the end of the program, the group
that received the four and one-quarter-hour-long attention-training program was
more than a full year ahead of the matched control group. Thus, attention was
shown to be an important force in reading development. A comparison of the
effectivenesS of different strategies for teaching children to reCognize new
words concluded that "the results of the present study support Samuels' focal
attention hypothesis that to facilitate acquisition of word recognition reSponseS,
visual attention mist be focused on the printed word [unlike the case of a een-
trasting instructional strategy, in which other visual stimuli competed with the
printed word for the.reader's visual attention]....If we apply the foCal atten-
tion construtt to reading, high IQ children, who also tend to be the better
readers, seem to learn at a faster rate because they focus their attention on
the'relevant attributes of the stimulus sooner than the low IQ children.(Singer, .

Samuels, and Spiroff, 1974)."
There have also been "micro" analyses of attentiOn, carried out in labord-

tory settings. Such studies have shown that,the reader's allocation of visual
attention to a.particular linguistic structure is related_tO factors such as

.the immediate constituent analysis of the Sentence, and the predictahility.of
that structure from its linguistic context (Wanat, 1968, 1972, 1976A, 1976B). In

their enumeration of general principles about skilled reading, .Gibson and-Levin
(1975) identify selective attention to features of words as a first. principle.'
Also, "the.general principle of differential allocation of attention to.specific
systems with automatization of others applies to many specific types of reading'
(Geyer and Kilers, 1974)." Furthermore, clinical and experimental studies
suggest that a lag in the development.of selective attention may be a common
factor underlying a tige of reading disorders and learning disabilities (Ross,
1976). Finally, Shuy .(1977) has proposed'a framework for a developmental model
of reading in which the reader's allocation of attention to different kind's Of
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linguistic structiffes describes different stages il reading development, differ-
ent ,types of reading tasks, and the effects of di'ferent instructional approaches.
(Shuy'a apt term for'these structures is language accesses to reading. Me points
out that most of these language accesses to reading are,the same language acces-
ses that one uses to comprehend spoken language, and that one Woula alsp usc in
learning"a second language.) Thus, evidence accoMillating from a number of
fields strongli indicates_that attention is a major factor in reading comprehen-
sion,'reading development, and reading disability. The typeS of linguistic
units attended to by the.reader arc determined by the nature of the.reading
task, by how far- advanced his reading skills'are, and by the nature of the
instructional program through which he was taught to read. Consequently, it .

should not be surprisdng that theye is evidence Showing that different kinds of
linguistic units each play a rol6 as readers extract meaning from written
language.

What are some characteristics of the various types of linguistic structures
attended to by readers as they extract meaning from,written language? These

.-structures arc letters, grapheme-phoneme correspondences, word parts, spelling
patterns, syllables, morphemes, words, phrases, clauses, sentences, and text.

-Letters. Many children begin learning to read through programs in which
attention is focused almost exclusively. on letter units. Whether or not.matore
readers process individual letters in most reading tasks is, surprisingly, still
being debated. It has been argued that mature readers comprehend text at rates
that arc too fast to permit the processing of individual lettexs (Goodman,
1976C); however, it has also been argued that reading, even fir the highly fluent
reader, is a letter-by-letter process (Gough, 1976). Research on visual atten-
tion in reading provides support for this latter vicW. Research (McConkie and
Rayner, 1976; Rayner, 1975; Rayner and McConkle, 1974) conducted on the size
characteristics of the visual display from which'the reader picks up information
when reading. a text addressed the following question: How large is the arca
from which information can be picked up during a single eye .fixatlon while
reading? According to'McConkie and Rayner, the actual identification of word
meanings seems'to occur ohly for words beginning no farther.than four to six
letter spaces to the right of the fixation point.

What do these data have to contribute to the debate qbout whether or not
individual letters arc processed in mature reading? If the mature reader can
pick up theinformation necessary .for word_meaning identification as far to the
left of his fixation'point as he can to the right (McConkie and Rayner say that
this- is four to six letter spaces; we will use the average of five), then he should
bp able to pick up meaning identification information from 10 letter spaces.
(five to the left plus five to the right) per fixatdon. Since the mature reader
averages about four fixations per second (Geyer and Kilers, 1974), the reader can
pick up.word meanings from 40 letter spaces pet-second. In a minute, the reader
ean pick up meaning information from 60 trmes this number of letter spaces, or
from 2400 letter spaces. Using an estimate of seven letter spaces-per word, a
reading speed of approximately 340 wpm is arrived at'by dividing seven letter
spacesper word into 2400 letter spaces per minute. The optimal rate for compre-
hending.text has been found to be about 250 to 300 wpm (Sticht and Beck.; 1976).
Sinte 340 wpm is a very respectable reading rate for an adult, the argument that
the mature readeT can process and does process--but net always--letter by letter
must be taken seriously. Thus, letters arc language atcesses toreading-that are
attendedsto by beginning and mature readers.

Grapheme-phoneme correspondences. Whileletters are important language
accesses to reading, they are really just part of a language accesS to reading,
since letters stand for sounds% The reader, whether beginning Dr mature, proces-
ses letters so as to get to the soundS that make up the meaningful 'units Of his
spoken language. The importance of'grapheme-phoneme correspondences as a lang-:,
uage access in mature reading comprehension is still being debated. On the one

7
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hand, there is .the conclusion of the ETS-Berkelcy literature review :,(Corder,
1971) mentioned earlier that the U.S. reading problem is not explainable in
terms of grapheme:phoneme correspondences, and there is the view that the Mature

reader goes directly from print to meaning (F. Smith, 1973). On the other hand,

there have been detailed diagnostic analyses of reading comprehension difficul-

:ties showing that part of the problem, at least for some readers, involves
grapheMe-phoneme'correspondences, (Sticht and Beck, 1976); and there has been
research shoying that the view that mature readers go directly from print to
meaning bolds.lor special situations unlike most reading comprehension tasks

(Kleiman, 1975).
Word Parts. Children differentially attend to wordparts in reading (Weber,

1970A, 19708). A word's beginning letter is the most important cue to recogni-
tion for children learning how to read, the.last letter is next most informative;
the middle of the word is,the third most relevant cue. Word shape is the least-

used cue for the sample'of,children tested (Marchbanks and Levin, 1965). When
this .study of cue-type attAded to was extended to "disadvantaged" kindergartners
tvith no reading training., it Was.found that nu cue was prefered; when adults
were tested, half used a decoding-to-speech strategy, while the other half

reported they tried to match by overall word shape--,:trategies not-employed by
the sample of children (Blumberg, Williams,and Williams, 1969). The differences

in type of cue used -bythe three age 'groups indicate that the language accesses
attended to arc determined in part by one's reading developmental stage. The,'

finding that half the .adults depended primarily .on one strategy, while the other
half depended primal-0y on another strategy indicates important individual differ-

,

ences in attentional,and other information extraction processes in reading.
Spelling patterns.. Deaf subjects are more succesSful in reading pronounceable

than unpronounceable_letter sequences (Gibson, Shurcliff, and Yonas, 1970)..
Since the subjects werc- either congenitally deaf or had become deaf very.carly
in life, they could not be using grapheme-phoneme correspondences to perform
better on some' of these letter strings. The reader Ocaring as well as deaf) may
be utilizing orthographic constraints in addition to, 'or instead of, grapheme-

phoneme correspondences. A spelling pattern is a sequence of letters that Tops
invariantly to a sequence Of sounds.. This property makes spelling patterns
important functional units in mature reading and in reading acquisition.

.Syllables.- There is evidence that syllables arc important linguistic units
in reading. The response delay for syllables is smaller than the response delay
to the.initial phonemes of tne syllable (Savin and Bever, 1970). Reaction times

are fastest for the identification of two-syllable words, nextfastest for initial

syllables,.and slowest for initial phonemes (Foss and Swinney, 1973). Response
delay in same-different judgments increaset with the number of syllables in the
items being judged (Klapp, 1971): Also accuracy of letter identification in two- .

syllable words is worse than for words of one syllable (Spoehr and Smith, .1973),
thus, syllabic units have properties that affect perceptUal processing. A theo-.

retical basis.for, and some pilot attempts in teaching chil&en beginning reading
skills with the syllable as the basic.uoit, arc discUssed by Gleitman and. Rozin
(1g73).

Morphemes: It has been argued that an important language access to reading
.the word's structure unit! or morphemes--stem, prefix, and suffix, and that

when theSe units arc classified' according to their final vowelsand consonants,
they 'can be arranged into six groups--an arrangement resulting in spelling and
pronunciation principles with a negligible yiumber .of variations (Wolf, 1974).
Wolf, cites evidence that, in English, there arc only il common suffixes, and that
14 prefixes,account for 80 percent of the occurrences of prefixes in English,
usage. She estimates that highly educated English speakers use about 2100
morphemes,_ and that the average person uses.about 1000. Evidence that morpheme

Units are attended to in beginning reading is.provided by Siiderbergh (1976,
1977).
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Words. There can be little argument that written words aro important
language accesses to rnading for mature and beginning readers. A study of kinder
gartners' attention and matching skills showed that tho childron's scoros for
visual matching tasks involving single letters were significantly greater than
'for letter clusters; however, the kindergartners' scoros for singlo-lotter tasks
did not differ significantly from their scores for tasks involving tho matching
.of whole words (Wanat, 1977). Thus, a word may be as easy to'attend to and per-

.

ceptually process as a letter, for children as well as adults, for it was long
ago established that very quickly flashed words can be recognizod as easily as a
single ihtter (Cattell. 1886).

Grammatical category is a property that is attended to-by the reader as he
extracts meaning from written language, as shown by the tendency of adult
readers to make substitutions that preserve the part of speech of words in text
(Rudelhart, 1976). An analysis of oral reading errors of first graders con-
cluded that "the frequency of errors on a given part of speech was proportional
to its frequency in the text (Weber, 1970A)." However, re-examination of these
data showed different error rates for.different grammatical categories (Wanat,
1977). Wanat's re-examination shows that the error rate for verbs is approxi-
mately half the error rate for personal pronouns, common nouns, and function
words. The verb error rate is somewhat smaller than.the error rate for proper
nounS. This, re-examination of Weber's data suggests that, for beginning readers,
the verb may be more resistant tc change than other grammatical categories.
With respect to mature readers, the verb was the grammatical category most
resistant to having it$ part of speech changed by readers' substitution errors
(Kolers, 1970, 1972).

The length of a word is another property that is attended to by the reader
as he extracts meaning from written language (Hochberg, 19700. Word length is
a cue to the kind of information conveyed by a word (e.g., function words are
short while content words are long). The length of a word is also a cue to the ,
amount of information conveyed by a word (Goldman-EisleT, 1969). She found that
informativeness was directly related to word length, and that cognitive (as
opposed to grammatical) pauses in spontaneous speech were related to the unpre-
dictability (informativeness) of the following word. Thus, Goldman-Eisler iden-
tified two pause systems operating in spontaneous speech--cognitively determined
pauses and syntactically determined paus2s. These same two pause systems have
been identified in the visual pauses that,the reader makes as he allocates his
attention to text (Wanat, 1968, 1972, 1976A, 197M6

Interword spaces are'another property that is attended to by the reader as
he extracts meaning from written language. When interword spaces are filled in,
the loss of cues to word boundaries interferes with the reading fluency of older
children, but does not have the same adverse effect on the reading of Younger
children (Hochberg, Levin, and Frail, 1966).

Phrases. The phrase is a linguistic structure that functions as a language
access,to reading for mature readers more so than for younger readers; the
linguistic unit that mature readers "work on" in their short-term or working
memory tends to be a phrase (Schlesinger, 1969). Evidence that phrases are
treated as units in readers' allocation of attention to text comes from data
showing that regressive eye movements tend to take place within, rather than
across, phrase units (Kennedy, 1967), and from additional data showing that the
reader's visual scanning of sentences is sensitive to their immediate'constituent
analysis (14ehler, Bever, and Carey, 1967; Wanat, 1968, 1972, 1976A, 19768).

Clauses. It has been argued that the clause is the most significant lang-
uage access to reading: "...meaning can be derived from written language only
when underlying clauses and their interrelationships have been inferred. Thus,
the most significant unit in reading is not the letter, word, or sentence, but
the c/ause...(Goodman, 1972)6". A study of the high speed extraction of semantic
features explored the role of the clause in reading comprehension (Wanat, 1977).
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This study howed that the ability of mature readors'to correctly extract the
semantic eatures of words from particular grammatical categories depended upon
the typ 'of clause in which tnat item appeared.

S ntences. Another linguistic unit whose properties affect the reader's
alio tion of visual attention is the sentence. Sentence typeS that are less
str cturally predictably require more visual attention on the part of mature
r aders (Wanat, 1968, 1972, 1976A, 1976B). Also, the ability to deal with the
inguistic properties of sentence units differentiates between better and poorer

young readers, for while both goed and poor first grade readers show equal lin-
guistic skill in substitution errors that are grammatically appropriate to the
part of the sentence preceding their mistake, the good readers are far more likely

- to go back and correct a mistake that is granmuitically inappropriate to the part
of the sentence followirg their mistake (Weber, 1970A, 1970B). A study of the
effects.on a sentence meaning of oral reading errors made by second and third
graders in a remedial reading program showed that the number of errors that
rendered sentences ungrammatical was significantly greater than the number of

- errors that maintained sentengo grammaticality while either retaining or changing.
sentence meaning; however, the occurrence of errors destroying sentence grammati7
cality was reduced 45 percent in the course of a supplementary instructional
program, showing that young remedial readers can be taught to.attend to the lin-
guistic properties of sentence-level units (Wanat, 1977).

Textbeyond the sentence. The information in'larger blocks of discourse is
comprehended, stored, and retrieved by generating a "scenario" that holds the
information together (Anderson, 1976). Study of the effects of inter-sentence
constraints.on the size of the linguistic unit that mature readers "work on" in
short-term memory indicates that the connectedness between sentences characteris-
tic of Most texts increases unit size, and that this effect was significant at the
0.065. level; however, the magnitude of difforences in processing 'unit resulting
from manipulation of within-sentence linguistic constraints was two to five times
as :;reat as the magnitude of differences in size of processing unit resulting from
manipulation of inter-sentence constraints (Wanat, 1977). .Thus, while the inter-
sentence connectedness of most texts does affect the size of the linguistic unit
processed in the reader's short-term memory, differences in linguistic constraints
operating within sentences have a far more potent effect on the size of the reacl
er's linguistic Processing unit. With respect to yeunger readers, the number of
errors made on a text arc, not surprisingly, related to the linguistit properties
of that text (Wanat, 1977); 'however, whether those linguistic properties deal
with inter-sentenco relations (as was the cast in the size-of-unit study, above),
or whether those properties deal solely with units no larger than the sentence,
is not clear.

It can be argued that .linguistic-cognitive operations such as "inferencing"
can serve as important language accesses to reading. Whether or not one agrees
with this, and whether or not one,wishes to deal with linguistic units larger
than--or even as large as--sentences as language accesses to reading, depends
upon one's definition 9f reading, and one's beliefs about how higher levels of
,reading skill should be developed. As one moves away frbm consideration of such
:smaller-sized language accesses to reading as letters, grapheme-phoneme corres-
pondences, and spelling patterns--units that would net exist without a written
form of the language.--'and as. one Moves toward large-size linguistic units, it
becomeS less clear that one can refer to these larger units as language accesseS
to reading without adding the qualification that they are also accesses to compre-
.hension Of spoken language. In thiS view, operations such as inferencing would
not be referred to as language accesses to reading, but as language accesses to
meR144. Operations such as inferencing'are broader linguistic-cognitive pro-
cesses not limited to'reading. Also, it can be argued that the comprehension of
relations between and within sentences is not specific to reading. Given the

\

evidence that when a new lingui5tic-cognitive competency is added through listen-\
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ing Skills developmentwit automaticallk becomes acJessiblo in the learner's
reading activities (Sticht and James, .1977), it is reasonable to argue that the
learner's oral language skills be used to develop as many language accesses to

'meaning as possiNe, and that the transfer of training principle be depended upon
as the vehicle for' making these linguistic skills accessible in the learner's read-
ing. The transfer of training evidence, and the utility of this principle for
reading development, underltnes the need for coordinated inquiry into language

k and reading development, and it underlines the importance of inquiry into long-
' uage as a means to analyzing reading comprehension. Following are brief notos on
the contributions this collection makes to the analysis of reading comprehension.

The first two papers in this collection consider different'approaches to tho
analysis of reading comprehension difficulties. Mackworth studied good and poor
'readers in grades two, four, and six, using a number of cognitive and behilvioral
Measures to diagnosa information processing breakdowns and delays. His anal sis
of these readers led him to ask: "Why do the poor readers have this great d ffi-
culty in predicting a missing word from the verbal context?" He found that,
because of thoir difficulty in visually lipking words, the worst readers hac a
very poor mental pattern of a sentence. however, the difficulties of the p or
readers were not due to visual problems, for there was mo real difference b tween
the performance of good and poor readers on a non-verbal pictorial task. M ckworth
coneludes that tho poor readers he studied are stimulusrbound word-callers,; while
the good readers are sensitive to verbal context and can predict what will come
next. His study shows the kind of information that can be gained by study ng
reader's attentional processes, and it also shows the need.to analyze indi idual
differences in comprehension. 'Finally, Mackworth discusses the hypothesis that
one cauSe of poor reading may be delayed development of the brain structures
responsible for the production of purposive behavior, and for the creation' of
general intentions and plans.

The paper by Fisher and SMith outlines procedures for identifying th'e causes
of an individual's reading comprehension difficulties. Their paper continues the
'discussion of attentional processes and individual difference as major issues for
reading.comprehension research by stressing the need, for understanding hoW differ-
ences among individuals account for.differences in comprehension performance with
respect to a given text. Fisher and Smith discuss four influences on th4 reader's
creation and development of relational structures to hold together--and ake sense
of--the text components he tries to comprehend. Next, the authors consi er
influences on word processing ana the effects on comprehension of specif c.word-
processing difficuLties. Finally, they consider the effects of decoding speed on
comprehension, pointing out that readers who have to allocate relatively more
attention to decoding processes will be relatively less able to attend to and
pTocess higher levels of information n.:!cessary for accurate and efficient text
comprehension.

The next two papers deal.with commonalities and individual differences iden- ,
tified by research on language learning and some implications of that research for
reading. In her paper, Mcnyuk points out that while the sequence in which partic-
ular linguistic structures arc acquired is similar for children within a given lin-
guistic community, there are important individual differences in the rates at
which structures arc acquired. AIsop there may be important differences in the
levels of analysis of sentence structure that different children are able to
attainThese individual differences at the time of entering school may produce
differences in the acquisition of reading. Menyuk's views about the possible
affects of individual differences in oral 1anguage development on reading recall
Mackworth's'views about the possible affects of individual differences in the
development of attentional processeS on reading.

Following Menyuk, Wanat explores implications for reading of some research
in developmental pSycholinguistics. SpecificaJly, he considers research strate-
gies for studying commonalities and individual variations in the linguistic
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units used by readers to comprehimd print. 1:irst, he argues that researeh
methodologies of developmental psycholinguists such as Brown and SOderbergh
need to be used extensively by reading researchers and teachers to gain a better
understanding of reading acquisition. Second, that the text-comprehension strate-
gies of members of different language-hackground groups need to be studied to
see if there arc significant group and individual differences in the types of'
linguistic units attended to and comprehended. For this research, Wanat, like
Mackworth, advocates use of line-of-sight measures--that is, qualitative and
quantitative measures of the reader'.... allocation of attention to different kinds\
of linguistic, units.

The next two papers explore cognitive style factors in communication and
comprehension. Goldherg's paper dvals with issues in the assessment of individual
cognitive styles, and with problems of communication and meaning. Stauffer's
paper emphasizes thv nature and development of intention and curiosity as cog-
nitive controls influencing both comprehension and thinking activities. Goldberg
contrasts (a) the emphasis of much psycholinguistic research on individual com-
monalities ;IS opposed to individual variations with (h) the emphasis of much
psychological assessment on an individual's vniquene.:s with respect to cognitive
or personality characteristic, as opposed to commonalities across individuals.
He discusses reseprch on components of cognitiv,.., style such as selective atten-
tion, and research on relationships of these components to language nehavior and
to reading comprehension.

Stauffer notes that a basic element in strategies for learning is intention.
His further comment that the purpose of the reader determines the nature and
depth of his achievement, underlines the two themes in 1 L collection of what
the reader attends to and individual differences as major influences on reading
comprehension. Stauffer's examination of the role of intention in reading, and
of individual differences in the nature and development of intentions, recdlls
Mackworth's hypothesis that differences in reading may be caused by individual.
differences in the development of those brain structures responsible for the cre-
ation of general intentions and plans. He maintains that reading is a form of
thinking, and that strategics of thinking must be learned, and therefore can be
taught. His paper considers instructional implitiations flowing from these views.

. Smith's paper discusses the types of linguistic units attended to in
beginning reading. He comments on the limitations of look-say and phonic ap-
proaches, and notes that reading comprehension difficulties in the intermediate
grades may result from excessive attention in the earlier grades by teachers and
students to phonic principles as the.: strategy for decoding. He argims that lin-
guistic context is an important source of information that should be attended to
even in the early stages of reading. He suggests that children be trained in
kindergarten and first 006de in the use of context on an oral/aural plane, so
they will feel comfortable with the use of linguistic context for decoding as
soon as they begin learning to read. Smith discusses the types of information
available ih texts that decoding strategies can build upon, and-he identifie,
the strategies that yield the greatest efficiency in decoding.

S.F.W.
April 1977
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The Lin of Sight Approach
Norman H. Mackworth,

Stanford University

The line of sight camera can tell us just where a poor reader is having diffi-
cultY. 'The Reading Aloud Fixation Ti e (RAFT) score indicates how long, on the
avei age, .each look is at the reading material, The RAFT score permits an esti-
mate of the number of Words that the child can link together in his fast-fading

...visual image or iconic store. This initial image lasts for little more than a
second, and during that brief perioI the words must be coded out into short-term
memory'.

TwentY-two children, aged 8 tfi 12 years, in Grades two, four, and six, were
stuaied. Half of them-Were known to be poor readers. The RAFT scores for indi-
vidual children were closely corr lated with both their reading skills and with
their: ability tn identify a word was missing from a simple rentence. There
was a correlation of:-+0.94 betwe n the RAFT scores and, the time taken to find
the mi ssing word among'six alternative answers.

iihy do the poor'readers have this great difficulty in predicting a missing
word from the verbal context? The RAFT scores for the best readers were just.
under 0.5 seconds, but the RAFT'scores for the worst'readers were twite as long.
Thus-the best readers might be/called "two-Woraers," since.they could easily
hold two words together in the one-second iconic store, while the worst readers
were "one-worders." These woilst readers were unable to link two words together
visually, since the first wor would have faded from the iconic store before the
second word could be added to/it. (These estimates are based on the assimption,
taken from the literature, tt7at one visual fixation processes on the average no
more than one word at the 10 to 12-year-old level.)

Because of this difficl1ty in visually linking words, the worst readers had
a very Poor mental pattern f i sentence. The one-worders took as long as 20
seCondS to locate the corre.i word while the two-worders made about 40 percent
errors on.matching two wor s shown side-by-side and the best readers made only
five percent errors. Ono- orders took three minutes to read a passage which ziie
tw6-worders managed in half a minute. There was, however, no real difference
between the two groups in their ability to do a nonverbal pictorial task: This
suggested that the differences in the reading task performances-were not due to
motivational differences.

The one or two words held in the visual store are average estimates. It has
been shown by earlitr workers that the good readers' eyes led their voice by
about two-and-one-half words on the average. .At the beginning of the sentence
the lead averaged three words, dropping later to two words. Poor readers, how-
ever, maigitained a steady one-and-one-half word eye/voice span. (Adults show
spans of three to,five words.)

The onc-worder is a stimulus-bound word-caller, but the two-worder-is sensi-
tive to verbal context and can predict what will come next. The ability to re-
call the sequence of words is known to be 4 function of the frontal lobes.
Tberefore,.it seems likely that one of the-causes of poor reading is the delayed
development of the frontal lobes. This may be why seme children are slow to
become self-ruled readers, able to go beyond the information given.

HISTogICAL BACKGROUND
t4;

Nearly everyone knows th-At the eyes jump across the printed page by leaps
. and pauses. The history of this phenomenon has also progressed by leaps and

1,i
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pauses. Indeed, across a century of research it is a story of interest which
has waxed and waned. A feast of ideas has been followed by. a famine. It is just
55 years since Boswell (1922) Published his work on the relation between eye'move,-
ment in reading and the intellectual processes of the reader. He showed that.long.
fixations are syMptoms of intellectual difficulty on the part of the reader. "The
Mental process of the reader is engaged in an effort to analyze the word, during
which the eye increases the duration of its fixa .ons in order to give time for
the reader to arrive at a final solution of the difficulty (Boswell,. 192)."
During the same ypar Judd and Boswell also reported that the requirement to'para-
phrase printed text-greatly lengthened fixation durations as compared with the
simple requirement to read the text. This additioAl .-Cognitive requirement nearly
doubled the length of the visual pauses. Dearborn (1906) had found earlier that
l'auses were longer on the:first reading of a passage than on the second reading
of that same passage (also sec Huey, 1908).

The Pause Is Mightier than the Move

Carmichael (1957) summarized.the theme of this chapterduring his address to
the 15th International' Congress of ysychology at Brussels. "Eye movements can be
useful in establishing the temporal lipits for some of the higher brain functions
that are basic to the intellectual act of the comprehension of meaning L read=
ing." Ever since I.heard this statement, I have wondered whY eyen after 55 years,
the idea has not been fully accepted.

The scientific world has Long tended to neglect the'pauses made by the eyes
in favoLOT- the eye movements. We therefore need to consider that- it is almost
100 years since Javal (' 78) described some of the earliest eye movement studies
ever undertaken. He sat doWn and watched the.eyes of children while they were
reading. To assist him he used such specialized optical devices as a mirror and
a magnifying glass. He discovered that the eyes did not sweep steadily over the
page, but moved in jumps. (The fruitfulness of behavioral research is often in-
versely proportional to the complexity of the equipment.)

Although Javal discovered the pauses, it is something of a hisrorical
tragedy-that Javal chose first Of all to talk about the jumps: "Les mouvments
saccades des yeux." By suggesting thc motor movements were the more.important
aspect'of visual behavior, this early work by Javal set the stage for others,
despite the fact that Javal himself did later pioneering studies on the eye
pa.tses in relation to reading. The dramatic rush of the eyes from A to B has an °
appropriately Parisian glamor and a flashing appeal. These attractions have too
long obscured the fact that the eyes move in order to rest on a new object. We

travel in order to arrive. lhe hours that we-Spend at home, at work, or sight-
seeingin a new city arc the important ones, not the time spent in traveling.
Similarly, the eye moves in order to arrive at a new place where it can gain
information during its. pause. Weean therefore discover how the brain is direct-
ing the eyes by observing where and how long the eye pause rests on the outer
world. The study of the placement ef the eye pauses can tell us what we wish to,. -
know in cognitive research, especiaLly in reading-relatedtasks. In particuiar
we can discover how words, phrases, or sentences interact with the reader's -.

experience.
During the whole of the 20th century, ,lata have been accumulating to support

the idea me 'oned by Huey (1908) that "Most of the reading time is used in a
fixed gaze on thpagq.but an inconsiderable portion of the time is used in the
eye movements.," Indeed, n all the reading time is spent with the gaze vir-
tually at rpst. This fact makes i the more surprising that it is still
necessary to enter.a strong plea for the s 1-aus_consideration of the visual

pauses as a source of interesting data for cognitiVere.search. The move exists
only for the purpose of allowing,the pause to occur in iltiacer ect place.

15
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Line of Sight Research Is Different from Eye Movement Research

New terminology is needed to emphasize the distinction between eye pauses'
and eye movement studies. The simplest approach is to talk about line of sight
rpsearch as distinct from eye moVement research. Line of sight research deals
with cognitive studies, while eye movement research deals, with oCulomotor con-
trol investigations. For instance, Mackworth and Bruner (1970) and Mackworth
and Morandi (1967) describe research aimedat understanding how people think
while they look at pictures. On the other hand, many investigations have.great-
ly added to our understanding of the precision with which the eyes can follow
moving targets (Stark, 1968). These are separate areas of investigation with
distinctly different objectives.

Line of sight research methods can give us much information about the
delays .and the breakdown in information processing that arc found in children
with reading disorders. By wniching Where the reader fixes his gaze and how
long he pauses on a particular word, we can study the interaction between the
printed words and the stored reader's experience,. In addition, much informa-
tion can be obtained by special situations in which the redder is askedto solve
some,:kind of problem. Such situatiods maximize the amount of relevant, data that
can be obtained in-a brief recording time, For instance, Wanat (1968, 1972,
1076A, 1976B) as presented various kinds of linguistic grammatical patterns and
has demonstrated by.recording successive fixations the relative difficulties of
these differentarrangements of words. Nodine and Lang.(1971).:compared scan-
ning'strategies during paired word comparisons by kindergarten nd third grade
children.. The two pseudowords in each pair differed only in the order of the
two middle letters. The younger children were more likelyto move their gaze
to the unchanging outer letters than were the older Children:. Thethird graders
quickly learned that only the middle letters were important in making the,compar-
isons. Thus, a brief taskcould easily demonstrate growth in the ability to
determine a rule.

Eye movement research,'especially training of eye movements, has very
jittle place in the study orteachini,flof reading. '')erg and Schiffman (1972)
have pointed out that "it is not the'eyes that read . the brain." Dr. Coldberg
is a professor of opthalmology, and # the encrOf,the,book the .authors, quote the
official statement put out by the major American Societies of Tediatries and of:
Opthalmology. In this joint organizational statement it is said"There ne
peripheral eye defect which produces dyslexia." The ststement adds. that "no ,
known scientific evidence supports claims for improving the academic abilities...-
of dyslexic:children with treatment based solely On visual' training (muscle
exercises, ocuiar pursuit, glasses Ooidberg and Schiffman, ltr.7-21)." Goldberg
and Schiffman,(1972) report an experiMent which demonstrated that irregUlar eye
movementsofyoor readers became normalWhen:they had been taught theyocabulary
of the.pieCewhith theyrre to read. The problem lay incomprehension, net,in
uncoordinated eye 5.14c1s$. The brain' delays the eyes until the text is under-
stood.

Bond and Tinker (1967) were therefore completely cOrrect when they pointed
out that ineffectivr eye movements do not cauSe 'reading dIfficulties, but:are
'the resuft of such:-difficulti s. These authors also noted that "unfortunate
emphasis on the mechanics of Aye movements tended to direct attention to peri-
pheral factors as determinant"F reading performance rather than to the impor-
tant central processes of perception and comprehension:"

However, ,Bond and .

Tinker weni too far in the opposite direction when they denied thatthere,Was any
point-in studying eye movements of poor readers: On the contrary, one or two
minutes spent.bypie child in readiny aloud as his eye fixations are recorded in
an eye camera can \qIVS a more precise picture of the general verbal ability with
print than any other method yet,devised. Line of sight studies have already
Proved to be important for diagnosis. Goldberg and Schiffman have already demon-
Strated the potentialafthis method fo6 fol.lowing even slight progress during
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remedial reading. This'use of the Eye Camera in helping the poor reader could
be its mo8t important'function; it oould help in both diagnosis and therapy.

Line of Sight Research Earns Its Place in the Reading Clinic

We-cannot see what the brain is doing. We can only measure its action

through measUring motor responses. We can only know what or how a child is
reading by hearing what he says or watching where his Oyes are pointing. 'If
we take the point of view that eye movements arc directed by the brain in Order
to select information froM the outside, world, then we can learn a. great deal
about this two-way flow of information bY seeing what the eyes select. More-
over,.by watching the eye pauses at, the same time as the voice is reoorded in
reading aloud, the eve-voice span Can be determined. This span is tile number of
words-between the point fixated by the.eye and the word.being spoken. The
span is longer in terms of words when the material is easier and when the
reader is 5killed, but the duration of this span remains fixed at about one
second for sk'lled readers (Buswell,'1920; Geyer, 1968). Geyer showed that
the eyes may.regress or linger on a difficult word while the Voice.is steadily
reading what has already been processed by the brain through the eyes. Geyer"
and Kolers (1974) state that "this remarkable'independenoe_of the.Visual systet
from those processes it subserves is:..poSsible only throughtbe teMporal buffer-
ing action of the Ready Store, a 'verY:brief visuai store that lasts for a. sec-
ond or so after the eye has ceased to. fall'upon that image in the outer World."
This iconic store (or Ready Store) was demOnstrated by J. Mackworth (1963) as
retaining the image for one second or so, during which time the subject Could
repeat digits from a tachistoscopie exposure,.With an accuracy of 90 Percent or
better.

Prediction and Haoituation

Skilled reading is:characterized by effective prediction. PeopleSeldom
Look, without looking forward in time. . They have -decided.where they will look
net befOre they move-their eyes, and they have als6 decided what they expect .

to find when they do make c.visual leap onto the next important objeci or Word.
Mackworth, Grandstaff, and Pribram (1973) found that normal children soon turned
their &Yes away from a novel event; once they had'decided that it Was notgoing
to change again, they looked away to see-,Whavelst. might be new. But children
with speech disorders were either .very slow to notice the new eyent, or' else'
,they locked onto it, and were.unable to disengage. It appeared 'that these'

/Children 'with speech disorders were unable to form Wiinternal model of a new
whicb-would free them from the need to keep onlOOking at it. ,Choire

; behzivip.r. that involves prediction needs to be studied in the reading clinic fer
.both-diagnostic and trainirg.purposes. The brain predicts what will come.next
in the' streaM of wordS, and then the.eyes select the tiren that will confirm or
'deny the_pTediction. Thus visualehoice; as'demonstratedJv 1A sight, forMS,
an impoitat part of'examining children with reading' difficultles which ineude._.
-an inability to predict future.Werds from what has already been read.

Studies'.of.tine of Sight in-Relation to Pictures

The cognitive action, of the.brain in directing the &ye fixations was
studied at.Haryard in-the early 1P6Os by Mackworth and Bruner (1970). :Adults
and first .grade chigAren were compared in the way in which they searched blurred
and sharply:focused pietures. ',Fixation' times were considerably 'longer when com-
prehension.was.difficult than when the blurred picture had previously been seen
insharp focus. In the first case, the fixation_timeS-fiere about 400 millisec-
onds when the blairedpictures were seen firsto and in the second c.:1:7e, the

fixations la8ted about 300 milliseconds when the nature of the picture was al.-
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ready known.. The.five millisecond difference between the mean fiXation times
for the adults and children was quite mall, almost the same reading of about
330 milliseconds being obtained for each.groUp, for the.initial Viewing of sharp
'pictures. This is in marked contrast with the considerable differences between
.the silent reading fixation times, of beginningteaders in first grade. (550 milli-
seconds) and skilled adult readers (230 milliseconds).

- Since the publication of the famous. book.Eye Movethents and Vision by Yarbus
(1967), there has.been an increase in the use of pictorial situations.tO study

'cognitive processes by line of sight methods. For example, Vurpillot (1968)
studied the growth of normal children's ability to plan their visual scanning
to suit the situation's meeds. Drake (1970) found the value of the line of
Siklit approach in estimating the impulsivity of adults and children. . Baker and

,Loeb (1973) -e0ined the way in which unfamilia- geometric figures are scanned
0. while Loftus (1972) discovered that representational pictures can be 'recognized

in a further presentation after only tbree.or four fixationsinitialiy. On the'
medical.side, Tyler (1969). used line of sight-methods to demonstrate that hy-

pothesis formation about new pictorial situations is definitely impaired in
people Whose,verhal.mechanisms have been damaged by disease: Grandstaff, Mack-;

. worth, de la Pena, and Pribram (1974) found that speechrdiSbrdered children take
. twice as long as normals to report-the presence of a matching shape after their.
'eyes rested on the item for which they had bcpft.searchilig, eVen though the
report wasmade'by pointing....

It is surprising that recently the line of sight stUdies haVe.been largely
confined to pictures. It is .ftecessary to redress.the balance, by giving equal
time to the way -in which the line of sight scans verhal mrl.'rial. The now :..rec-
tion has been indicated by such'eXperiments as those of WanPt. .19682.1972, 1976A,
1976B) and Geyer (19.66).i Such verbal simdies should.prove host .seful in study-

.ing the ways in which verbal processing is impaired.

USE OF GINE OFSIGHT STUDIES IN'READING RESEARCH

The child who has difficultr,in reading does not Mecessarily have speech
difficulties, and in fact many.of them arc fluent speakers. Therefore.line of
sight studies need.to be carried out during reading to discover where t..:se-
childrem have diffilculty. MuebfJ,as already been done, from the early studi..7. of
SUCh workers as Bwiwell (1922) to the major efforts ef Tinker. More than a dczen
of his articles are'listed in the bodk by Bond and Tinker (1967). Imposing as it

would be a mistake to assume that we can now rely-entirely on that body of
evidence, Receat.work uS4ing 'lime of sight studies in cognitive psychology, psy-
cholinguisticsnd deVelomentai psychology has shown'how infOrmative and versa--
tile a tool this method can7be:

However, there is a re0Krkable lack.of investigation on comprehension'of
-,what is read.. Even the available testS suffer from critical deficiencies, since
the questions asked can 9ften be answered by simple memory or paraphrase. Line

'of sight studies-can reveal cOmprehension, problems because whore there is diffir
culty the eye will regress--pause for a,prolonged period--or move haphazardly
along the line. This lack of work on comprehension was.disclosed during a
recent major attempt to ideptify and synthesize the literature of research.in
rea0Mg with emphasis'on models (Davis, 1971; Kling, 1971). Many of these key.
reEerences contained new ideas that needto be ihtrodUced into reading. .sttidies.
The ideas caMe mot only from reading-related experiments, but also from inves-
tigations carried out by workers in,cognitive psychology (Kling, 1971; J.
Mackworth, 1972; N. Mackworth,. 1972). Participation:in this literature analysis

.

prompted the following experiments on childiege'd eight to 12, who were known,
to be either -good or poor readers.
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Mn tiple Test Study.of-Young Readers.

An intensive study of children- from grades two,- four, and six was carried
o4t n a Palo Alto, California school. The aim was to. discover the'ways in
w1iich poor readers differed from good readers. A range of different_tests was
used in order to obtain individual profiles of achievement for each child. The

'tests were designed to investigate the different sfages of the reading process:
matching, coding, and cOmprehension Mackworth, 1972). The teachers selected
'the children to be tested on the'basis of their reading ability, with -equal
numbers of children judged as very good or very:poor readers. Their general
intelligence was rated as within the normal. range, ,%.ith a lower limitlof approx-
imately 100:

The material reported here concerns mainly.the meOsure of compr hension and
includes the use of line of sight measureMen..s which arc so -informal ve in rela-
tion to comprehension. The parallel study of matching and coding.h s already,been
teported in detail in S. Mackworth and Mackworth, 1974.

Method

Reading Test. The child'.s reading.ability was measured by th4 standard Gray
Oral Reading Task (Term C). Each child was given the passage reco mended for his
.grade level. The measure used was the to'.al. time 'taken'to read th paSsage aloud.

given where'necesary in thAfter.a standard delay, prompting was manner recom-
mended. . .

.

..E'ye Camera Reading.Study. Each child wAs tested in the simp ificd Line. of
Sight. Camera. This equipment allows the child to rest his.chin a d his forehead

f the material in the eve of the child. -- What he is looking at is . seen in
11

against suitable rests. NO bite bar is needed.: The record inclu es the reflec-
iion o

...

..the,tehter of his pupil. In the Reading Aloud. Test:he was asked to readthe Gray
..'...'0i.al.Reading Test (Form A),.appropriate for his grade level. The scores used

',.iere the.total- time, taken to read the piece-aloud.and the .mean visual fixation

.tipe in - !onds. .,,... . .

, ..:111e-same child wae.t4 then giVenthe. :Cray Ornl Reading Test....(Form B)'and

asked to read it-tO himsolf.. Here the time was measnrcd.from the beginning of ..
reading Imtil he. looked away from the Ili:Aerial.. ThiS gave a measure of Visual
fixatio. imes in silent reading. Finally; all the children .silently read the
same stalidard passage fromthe Iowa Tests of.Basic Skills (Mtilti-LeVel Edition)
for Gra,'..-,-; Three te Nine. (Form 4).

.
.

So/sts. The children were divided into six .groups, two from each of the
threc,gnAes: two, four, and six. In grade si there were five good and five
poOr reis; in grades two and.four,there were three, gOe'd and three poor
readers ,-..T grade. The children incIuded some drawm from minority populations.

Results,

Read10. Aloud Tota.i. Time. The .total times int000nds for reading a pas-:. .,.sage aioud And for reading:it silently are shown in Eigure 1 on page 7 For
individuals,.the reading aloud total times were nsually,olmoSt identical and' in
mtich the' same rank 'order whether the test was made during free reading or by the.
Eye Camera. It is therefore clear that the use of. the Eye Camera does not inter-
fere.with. reading. aloud. The standard method (of timing 'reading-aloud) is an
effective screening procedure, especially for picking out the worst readers, but..
this methed does not-enable the tester to rank these very poor readers taking,
more tharC503secondS..since they .are often ,quite..unable to read the'passage.
Random vocabulary effects arc respon'sible for making total time somewhat impre-
cise, and merely.a good screening procedure.

Siler't Reading. .figur 1 suggests that tho .Silent Reading Total Time scores
show dramatic reductions in thetiMes taken by.the three worst readers, as coM-:
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pared with their times on reading aloud. Even when they arc reading matched pas-
Sages, they appear to be reading much faster than they read aloud. But this
appearance is most deceiving. The Eye Camera records indicate that the poor
readers often skipped the last line or so of the test. They even on occasion
left out the bottom half of the passage, in a frantic effort to turn in an appar-
ently reasonable score. The poorest readers are mo:it likely to do this, since
they cannot readthe material adequately. They seldom took more,than one to one-
and-a-half Minutes as compated with their times of two to four minutes for read-
ing aloud (see Figure 1). Thus the time,taken to teacPmaterial sllently i8 a
very faulty.measure of, reading ability, and should never be used.

Reading Aloud Fixation Time (RAFT). RAFT ls a much more important and accur-
ate estimate Of reading abi/ity. For one thing, more measurements are obtain- .,
:able in the same period of testing time. Moreover, those very children in whOm
.we are most interested (poor readers) give us the most data. Poor readers make,
more pauses within a passage than do good readers; they also pause much longer
on each fixation than do good readers. *The good young reader provides.about 50

_visual fixations of about 0.5 seconds aVerage dutation, while the poor teader
shows.an average fixation time of 0.9 seconds, making about 200-fixations while

..liejs reading the passage aloud lsee Figure 2,. page 7).
The RAFT score is less:sensitive to undesirable random effects of vocabu-

lary, because the occasional wotd that is unknown to the reader is avetaged out
among the 200 readings, most of which deal with familiar words. It iskquite sur-
pi'sing to hear how even the simplest words axe -read slowly and with a.total lack
of,aPpropriate emphasis by these poor readers.. Clearly,- they cap have little
sense of the meaningeof the passage. In future work with this test, it would be '

..impOrtant to mark the motion picture,records while prompting is being given; then;
the effect of the occasicinal unknown:word can be excluded entirely--or studied
separately if netessary. At Tresent the effects of.proMpting are somewhat uncon-
trolled, especially if only total reading time is recorded.

The RAFT score spreads out,the. chdldren mrre evenly along the scale than
does the tota/ reading time (see F.igure 2). This, is believed to.occur because

:

the total'reading afOud'time includes the long pauses with unknown words, The
child eventually mizst be prompted, which inevitably introduces a variable related
to the time that.the experimenter allows to elapse before the child is prompted.
Such prolonged patAses.can be ,liminated from the analysig of_fixation pauses,
leaVing a more informative average fixation pause which represents the time taken

. to read a known words The good reader reads with.his eyes well-ahead'Of his :

voice, so that he.can punculate and emphasize the mater:I'll according.to the
meaning% poorrpader processes the material so .slowly that he is* looking at
the word that he is:saying. The good reader reads aloud at 4 speed that is con-.
Siderably slower than his silent reading, while the poor reader does,not, in
fact, show much difference between the speeds of teading aloud and reading
silently, when allowance has been made for the amount of material that he.
actually read, as described' above. ;:

The Re.ading Aloud Total Time is vseful as a screening test to lucate and
diagnose poor readers. The measurement of eye fixations during reading (i.e.
RAFT) gives much more information about what actually goes-on during reading.
Immediate prompting.for unknown words'would be useful-during thiyest since it
helps to maintain the morale.of the Child.:

-There might.be something to be said
for the measurement'of eye fixations durihg silent reading stIce there is less
pressure On the child. The relation between the.duration ofvisual fixation
times during reading aloud .and reading silently is shown in Table 1 on page 9.
'on the whole, the fiiations are shorter during silent reading than reading aloud.
Thirteen of. the 1,6 coMparisons show this change. Also there is a correlation of
0.71 between the rank order's! O'f the two kinds cf reading fixations--the RAFT-and
the-silent'reading visual fixation times. The RAFT s,::ores are more reliable,

'because in silent reading the very, poor readers may just pass their eyes along
the print without any attempt te,6ndprstand it. Another practical point in

2 2
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favor .of the RAFT score is that it can be obtained at the same tithe-that the
Reading Aloud Total Time is being measured.

TABLE 1

Child No.

Fixation Times
Reading Aloud
Gray Form A

(seconds)

Silent Reading
Gray Form B

Difference
(A minus B)

1 0.43 0.35 + 0.08
2 0.47 0.31 + 0.16
3 0.48 0.36 4.012
4 0.51 0.40 + 0.11
S 0.52 0.34 + 0.18 -

6 0.54 0.53 + 0.01
7 0.58 0.48 + 0.10
8 0.60 0.50 + 0.10
9 0.6i 0.60 +. 0.07

lo 0.63 1.10 - 0.47
,11. 0.70 0.60 + -.-10

..12 0.71 0.73 - 0.02
13 f,0.79 0.59 , t .0:20
14 ., 084 0.86 - 0.02

. 15 '0.93 0.85 + 0.08
16. 1.02

.

0.92
.

''' + 0.10

Correla:tion Coefficient r=0.71 Mean difference
Good #1-#8 0.11 secs.
Poor #9-#14 0.01 secs.

Re/ation between Reading Aloud and Silent Reading +Fixation .Times -

Grades 4 and 6, pl..=16

The RAFT score.has a close relati.on' to More traditional measures of
reading ability, 'such as the total time taken to read a standard text ..toucl.
This comparison has been made with all the 22 ciiildren.tested; part of the va.lue
of the RAFT score is that if can be applied omer a wide age range. .The data in -
Figure 3 on page 10 show that the RAFT score.is closely related to the total
time taken to read the appropriate passage. A Pearson Product-moment correlation
coefficient (r) of 0.83 is found between these two verbal ability measvres of (a).
RAFT and (b) total time to read, taken as a mean of the two different passages
that were read aloud (Forms C and A). (If grade,two is excluded, the correlation
coefficient for the 16 children in grades four and six becomes 0.67.)

The RAFT scores can be used across-a wide age i'ange. +Even thoughthe
ren are given passage's to read'that are appropriate to their grade leVel, their
eye pauses shorten in auration with increasing age. But within ari age group,
there is still a wide range in the duration of eye.fixations, so that there is a

.

considerable overlap between different age groups. Figure 3 shows the whole range.
of Children from grades two to six, and it can be seen that the grade two child-
ren 'have relatively longer RAFT scores in relation to their total reading times
than the Older children.

The Ready Store sets limite to skill in reailing alOud. 'Geyer and Kolers.
(1974).have diScussed the way in which the-visuil image Of words is preserved-in
a temporal buffer or.Ready Store until they can be Processed. But this Ready-
Store.only lasts for about a second_ Mackworth, 1963). Written words or
letters will remain long'enough.for skilled readers to code threeer.four 'short
'words into sound. In reading, the Ready 5...tore contains a constantly changing

2
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set of. words. The first word in the'store fades away while the most recent wordbeing looked at is put into place at the end of the sequence. Any reduction inthe speed of the input or of coding will greatly reduce the ability to read thematerial as a,connected and correctly segmend piece of prose.
The data shown in Figures 2 and (see pps. 7 and 10) indicate that most ofthe good, readers in grades fear and six had mean RAFT scores of less than 0.6seconds. If the reader spends more than 0.6 seconds on each fixation, then hisReady Store can contain at most two words. When his fixations lengthen to morethan a second, there will be no ,extra words stored in his Ready.Storc. Thus, heis sounding out each word at the same time that he is reading it visually, andhis input consists of a series of disconnected words. This can be clearly.heardin he way in which he reads cach word laboriously and with no normal specChrhythms. Since the'longer fixations are associated with an increased number offixations per passage , there is a logarithmic relation between RAFT scores andtotal time's for reading the passage aloud.

.The child who reads one word at a time is unable to make any predictions asto what will come next. His entire verbal brain is occupied with the one word.Therefore, his comprehension will be poor and there will be no activation ofaninternal model of a forthcoming word. Each word must be looked at while itsstored model is located'and used to code the word. All this seriously interfereswith 'reading performance. He will never become a very efficient reader until hehas learned to read at least three words' per second, but since the difficultyarises within the brain, no improvement can he produced simply by teaching thechildyto move his eyes faster. The improvement can only come from an improvr,7ment in the ability to rec gnize, code, and comprehend the material.

THE MISSING,WORD TASK

Since we only used the gray Oral Reading Tests for diScovering.how fast achild can read, it is necessary to present evidence that there was a direct
relationship oetween the speed of reading and the ability to comprehend what wasead. The Eye Camera method can be used to indiCate failures in informationh dling. By its use we can discover aot only how slow the child is in reading,but what kinds of difficulty he

demonstrates when asked to solve a simple verbal.'prob m. The Cloze test has been used for some years to examine a child's cog-nitive bilitics. In this Cloze test the child is asked to produce from hismemory a 'word that is missing from a sentence. Weaver (1965) has made thepoint that the Cloze procedure indicates the semantic and syntactic effects ofcontext .cm language skills. Goodman (1965) reported that many children in firstgrade can read words in context that they cannot read in isolation. Treisman(1965) has suggested that data on latencies indicate that there is a two-stagesearch for a missing word. Oldfield (1966) reported that retrieval of a wordor name depends on the familiarity
or frequency with which the word is Used.Miller (1971) indicated that sentence context is important to study when workersare investigating the subjective lexicon stored Within the brain.

The successful search for a missing word mostly depends on recognizing whichpart of speech is required. The present Missing'Word Task requires the child toselect the missing word from one of two categories of wordS,',such as nouns andverbs.' 'When he is asked to do this We can record where he looks. If he spendsan abnormally long period of time looking at the area of the page containing thewrong kinds of words, it is clear that he has difficulty in recognizing parts ofspeech..:, ,Briefly, when the line of sight rests too long in the "ungrammaticalcorner" Of' the given verbal problem, then it can be assumed that the child is rotmaking use of the syntactical
information available to him.

Method for the Missing Word Test

The child is seated in front of the Eye Camera: He is shown a projection
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slide which has a sentence at the bottom, and two columns of three wovds each in
the upper left and right hand corners. The left-hand.column shows three nounS
and the right-hand column shows chree verbs. The child was told that the left-
hand column would show names of things and objects, and the righthand column
would show action words. The child was given one practice problem, with full ex-
planation. He was asked to press a button when he had solved the problem. This
button automatically removed the slide, and the total exposure time was recorded.
The sentences used were very simple. One was: "He could not carry the
With this the noun column s.hoWed books/year/sky and the verb column showed ran/
threw/makes. There were Six test slides, three with missing nouns and three with
missing verbs, presented in random order.

Scores Used in the Missing.Word Test

Three different measures were used for each child. The Total Time To Find
was the total time taken by the child to arrive at an answer, whether right or
wrong. The Wrong Category Time was the mean time spent in looking at the wrong.'
category or column of words. This score was.averaged Separately for the nouns
and for the verbs. The Sentence Reading Frequency 'wAs the number Of times that
the child scanned the sentence or retiirned to it for a new look. This measure
4also was averaged separately for nouns and for verbs.

All 22 children who had already been tested with the reading pasFages were
used in the Missing Word Test, There were 10 children in grade six and six each
in grades four and two.

Results-of the Missing Word Te,:t

Visual Fixation Times Predict General Verbal.Ability. There Was a strong
relationship between the RAFT scores (fixation times) and the score on the Mis-
sing Word Test. There was a Pearson c)rrelation coefficient (r) of 0.94 between
the RAFT scores and the total iime to find the missing word, When all 22 child-
ren were considered together. -Thecorrelation between the RAFT scores and the
time spent looking at the wrong 'category (averaged over nouns and verbs together)
was 0.87. These two high correlation coefficients prove that the Reading Aloud
Fixation Times were indeed able to predict the abilitY,,Of children to think out
the answers to problems involving the use gf verbal context (see Figure 4, p. 13):

Grade Two Children Differed Greatly among Themselves. ,Figure 4 on page 13
suggests that some of the grade tWo children'ean undertake the Missing.Word,Test

. .

with reasonable succeSs: It has long been known that children can use semantic
and grammatical contexts years before:they can formulate the rules or principles
on which they are acting. Anglinj1970) pointed out that, "employing principles,..
and being cognant of them, mayreflect very different Cognitive capacities."
The natural use of"the syntactical context involves the recognition that members...,
of the same grammatccal class can begrouped together.- While our spOOnd grade..
children (aged about seven years)"were able to choose the correct-category in,
which to find the missing word, Anglin has shown that it, takes at least five mdie
years before the child can correctly sort single words into separate parts of

:

'Speech, as in the task given by Miller (1971). The presence of the context Is an
essential element in the early recognition of the category of a word.

In the Missing Word Test, the best Total Time To Find was 4.4 seconds, a
speed achieved by a child in grade six. The best Total Time To Find score'in

-grade two was 7:4 seconds (See figure.4). This was well within the range of
scores achieVed by the older children. But those children in grade two who
could hardly read at all gave times as long as 47.1 seconds. This was more than_
,twice as long as the times given by,the worst readers in the two higher grades.
It was therefore deci.led to analyze the two higher grades together, and treat the
grade two children s,..iarately.

FurLher Evidence that RAFT Scores Predict General Verbal Ability. 'Figures

26
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.

5 and 6 on page 15 give evidence that the visual fixation times measured while
the children Were reading a passage aloud (RAFT score) give a reliable measure
.of the general verbal ability of the children.

Figure 5 shows the Total Time To Find scores for nouns or verbs in relation
-tb thy RAFT scores Of the children. . The children were .greupecraccording to. their
RAFT scores, with three or four children n each group. (The three RAFT scbres
-Of 0.11, 0.9, and 1.0 seconds were joined into yne group.) The tima to find a
noun or a verb was aVeraged across thachildren with a RAFT group. The results

------show-that-chitdren-wi-th-prolyngetl--RA-Pf-sc-cyres-avragud---between-th-ree---n-d-four-7----
- times as long to find the missing nouns or verbs, respectively, as comPared with
the children with the lowest RAFT score.

The prolonged time to find the correct'word shown by the poor readers was
partly due to the fact that they spent much time:searching in the wrong category.
Figure 6 (p. 15) shows that the poor.readers spent seven times as long as the
good readers in looking at the noun.,category when they'.should. have been looking
at the verbs. This predilection fo%nouns reduted the time spent'in looking at
the Verbs, but even when.the mfssineword was a noun, the poor readers spent.
three times as long as the good readers searching the verb category.

Ready Store Limitation by Longer RAFT Scores. We have discussed the idea
that when the fixations arc longer than 0.6 second§ there is a serious reduction
in the numbef of words available in the Ready Store, which lasts for about a
second. Figure 6 shows a dramatic upswing in-the failure to search fora. noun
in the noun.category. This upswing occurs between the groups with RAn..scores
of 0,6 and 0.7 seconds. Figure 7 (see p. 16) shows the frequency with which the
RAFT groups read the sentence, and here we see ar upswing'in sentence reading
with a missing verb between 0.6 and 0.7 seconds with RAFT groups. This indicates
that the memory of the Sentence was partieularly impaired when a verb was re-
quired. When the iconic store is cutdown to about two words, less use can be
made of.thaverbal context. .Verbal prediction becomes more difficult.for both
syntax and meaning. Visual Choice from the printed display becomes less pur-
Tosive, and the tendeney to search the noun column rather. than the verb column
overridf7.7 any real understanding of what grammatical category is required.

Fr':.iency of Sentence Reading. The correlation between the frequency of
sentence reading and the RAFT scores was somewhat lower (0.70) than the corre-
lations between RAFT and times recorded in the Missing Word Test. Figure 7
demonstrates that the trends are less dramatic. For instance, the ci,ildren with
the lon.,,(st RAFT scores in grades four and six read the sentence only about
twice as often as the children with short RAFT scores.

Thc child with moderately poor comprehension is mon:: likely to rea...: more
slowly than he is to reread the sentence several times. The total tlme.spent
on reading the sentence was a composite of the time taken to read it.eaoh
and the Number 'of times that it was read. The,time taken to read the.sentence
is itseif a composite of the duration of oach-iixation ana the number of fixa-
tions. Both these measures increase as reading difficulty increases. -Thefefore
measure§ of total time increase very much faster than the measure of frequency
of reading. If each of these three measures were doubled between good and.poor
readers, the final result would strew the poor readers taking eight times as long
as the good readers.

Why Were the Verb: Sc., Much More Troublesome for the Poor Readers? The facts
are clear, but the interpretation,of the facts is not. Figures 5, 6, and 7 tsee
pps. 15.and 16) all show that the missing verbs were more difficult than nouris
for the poor readers. Nouns occurred at least twice as often as verbs in speech
and writing', ahd arc learned earlict in life than verbs. Brown. (1957)- noted \
that three to five-year-old children use more nounS than verbs, and Halpern
(1965) reported chat brain-damaged asphasic adults havamore trouble in calling
out verbs tha:i nouns. This finding may be related to the fact that Verbsare
more abstract than nouns; Marshall, Newcombe, and Marshall (19/0) found that
abstract nouns are just as diffic t us verbs for such patients.
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:-Three possible explanations of the advantage of, nouns over verbs may be
entertained with regard to the Missing Word Test. lie do not believe that they
are in fact the explanation, but it will bc necessary tO:design farther experi-
merits- to refute or confirm these hypotheses. They are:

The particular verbs used, or their qaming sentences, were more difficult
than the.nouns or the missing7no4n_S.Ontexice'vSince_Siome. cae_was_taken_to,.con-

fine the study to the most familiar and the simplest possible 'words, it is doubt-
ful whethey this explanation is viable.

The nouns were always in the left-hand column. The eyesidw. have turned to
the left first becdusc this is the natural place to begin readiag. Sinco they
were told which column was which in thepraclice test and again tOld.that these
categories would remain in' the same place, this agdin seems an unlikely explan-
ation of the great differences found between good and poor readers with.the. two
categories. Also,. We found that in .a -later test with:prepOsitions and adjectives,
the prepositions were easier, although they were always on the right-hand'side'of
the display.

The,poor readers may .have been more likely to draw 'the wrong conclusion
that because. Lhe practice test had a missing noun, the correct answer, therefore,
'was more likely to be found in the left-hand column.

An Recount of the Troubles cif. One Confused Reader. Since oiir whole program
of teting was aimed at an analysis of individual difficulties, it is appropri-
ate to'end the Missing.Word Test -with the- brief profile of the, worst reader in
grade. six. This 12-year-old -girl took 202 to 250 seconds- tci read the two Gray
Oral Reading passages aloud. This represented about five s.econds per word. Her
RAFT scoreof visual fixatiOn was 1.02 seconds., (Iict.data'Can be seen at the
top of Figures 1 and 2.) This meantthat her one-second iconic store could .hold
en-4.y one word at a tithe. On the Missing Word Testshe averaged 26 seconds,for
tWMissing vorbs. During this search for the miss'ing verb', she, divided er
time' almoSt equally between the, three available areas of print.- Apparently mak-
ing a random search, she spept 10 seConds on the wrong category' of.nouns, nine
seconds on the problem-sentence, and the remainder of seven seconds on the cor-
rect categork of verbs. As a. reader she certainly had problems, but.sWgained

.She-s-tudi-adthe.---santencanaft avetage- of
six to seven times, while trying to make up her mind.. What went on in that mind,
.while she looked at this very simple sentence, wo shall never know. But we do
know she waS making no use of the Verbal context, and.had but one word,in her
iconic store. The teacher's-report said that she was reading at.the third or
,fourth grade level. .She was'said to read very slowly, and tp sObstitutewords
for those she lid not know Sometimes she_invented_words suchas:tooken-or horned.
This-attemptITrqq17y tn-Appycpriate rules to words is reminiscent'of the way in

--which chiIdYen Who arc just learning to speak will produce words that they have
formed by using an inappropriate rule. She was-also deScribed as being confuseu
by some yerb fotms. Yet her verbal WISC. score was 97, just.about average. Her
WISE performance score was 107, the full WISC being 102.

THE CODING TEST

.:Another teSt which was given to these children in the elementary school was
the Coding Test .(J. Mackworth and Mackworth, 1974). This test required the child
to decide whether two words shown Side-by-side sound the SaMe or not. Figure S
(p. 16) shows ti-o percentage of errors that were made on coding test, in
relation to the RAFT groups that have already been uiscussed. It can be seen

''that there is a close relation between these two scores. The ability of the
child to sound out a word is an.essontial part of normal reading, and these data'
clearly show that all stages of the reading .Process arc imPaired in poor readers.
Matching, coding, and comprehension arc all connected, and the eye fixations.dem-
onsttate the internal diffical:ies that arc going on in_these three stageS.
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THE VATCH TEST

Non-verbal PictoriAl Processing Is not Related.to Reading Ability

Many authors claim that the ability to process pictures is relafed tO the'.

abiIrty-tb-read-print-.---TO-test-this-thoory;-the-chiltren-were-given7arpietor.!--
ial task which could.be carried .out without verbal activity. (J. Mackworth and
Mackworth,. 1974). The task consisted of a series of pictures, each of which was
shown twice. These pictures pro:pi-Wed simple, but interesting scenes such as a
dinner :cable photographed in color, showing a children's party table spread with
delectable food and cakeS. Other scenes ranged 2rom very simple picthre OVa
mother and child to.::Complex, almost abstract pictures of flowers and sLener";-"
Each picture was partially obscured by a number of black-squares arranged ran-
domly. After the picture was shown once for five seconds, it waS shown again,
with an extra piece of the picture now visible, because one of.the black squares
had been removed. The_child was-asked-to-piaci, his finger on the piece of the
picture that was new. ThisWas demonstiq'ted with the first very simple.picture.

This taSk involved the minimum of verbal processing. The child formed a
visual or iconic template of the picture and then mentally fitted this over the
same picture when it was shown for the second time. fle was then able to notice

the difference between the two presentations. The data showed that there were
no significant differences between the good and poor readers on this task; the
percentage of errors was totally unrelated to the RAFT score. For example, the:
groups of kourth and Sixth grade children who fell into the .4, .5, .6, .7., .8,

and 1.0 seconds gave percentage errors on the Patch Test of 31, 31, 28, 28, and
27. The best Patch Test score of 20 percent errors was given by the wbrst sixth
grade reader, whose-RAFT7scbte-W-SE-rArseconds. The Patch-Test was given to 60--
children in all, and it was fOund that there was some improvement with age, with
a mean percentageerrbr score of 37 percent-in grade one and 25 percent in grade
six.

DISCUSSION

Six maiR facts have been established in this paper. The individual RAFT
score is the average visual fixation tiMe obtained during reading aloud a stand-
ard printed text suitable to the grade level of the child. The RAFT score can
predict the average rate of readinveloud for that child (FigUres 2 and

Far more interesting isHthe finding that this RAFT.measure provides a rell-
able indication of general reading ability. The length-of-the-visual-pause-under _
'standard conditions is closely related to several different cognitive skills as,
sociaied with reading comprehension and the use Of verbal context, both sethanc
and grammatical. The RAFT score cbrrelated 0.94 with the total time to find a
word missing from a simple sentence, and 0.87 with the time spent looking in the
wrong category of words (Figures 4, 5, and,6).

The children with the longer RAFT scores were real eriers. They read the
Missing Word Sentence at least twice as often as the good rpaders.

The RAFT s-..7oreS are closely related'to-coding For example, the
three Children in grades four and six.,with the longest RAFT scores were so bad
at sounding out words that they made'more than six times as many errors in cod-
ing'as did the three children with the briefest visUal pauses (44 percent as
opposed to 7 percent).

If time does'not.permit the use of the RAFT score, then a usefuli'practis'al
screening test is the Gray Oral Reading Test, appropriate for the grade level of
theOhild. However, an important proviso is the': it is essenti.:: to have the
child reading aloud rather than silently to Trevent cheating.

..... _-

The RAFT score does not predict performance on a purely visual pictorial -

task, except insofar as'both.show some improvement with age. Reading and pic-
torial processing are two quite different abilities.
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ALRIGHT, WHY CAN'T JOHNNY READ?

Several reading practitioners have mentioned to me that it.is not unusdal
for a poor reader to help nnother by the buddy system, working n pairs. Some-;
.times'a welljnown but puzzling feature of this situation occuts: Johnny may
'be_monitoring the reading aloud of his buddy, Mike. When Mike makes a mistake
in his reading. Johnny mill catch it and correct the mistake. Immediately after-
wardg, Johnny readS the passage himself, and may make the very same mistake that
he had already corrected in his buddy's reading. This may simply be due to
recognition that the word did not sound right in the spoken sentence that.was
read to Johnny. Listening to speech is directly related o the all-important
speech motor program's. But there ig another possible explanation.

. The StiMulus-Bound and theStlf-Ruled Task,

The monitoring of another's reading is a good example of a.stimulus-bound
task. But reading aloud is quite a different matter; this could be termed a.
self7ruled task..

The Monitoring task involves the simple matching of spoken and printed
patterns. This can be regarded as a stimulus-bound task because it makes no
grtatdemands on the ability to use.self-instructions to do the work. This .
routine matching can be done (and is done) word-by-word; tlere ig therefore nO
need to use the verbal context te guess what is coming next. Even the rate of
work is predetermined by outside environmental circumstances. This pattern-
matching is information processing with:minimal opportUnities'iewOrk ith the
stimulus input in anything but a standardized manger. Thestimulus-bound lis-
tening is a.more passive activity than the actual reading aloud.. :Little.is
required in the way of prediction. The rules are there and are 'already laid
down. Johnny finds this an easier task than.the actual reading aloud, just as
he can process the stinulus-bound visual pattern Of the Patch Test.
--In-contrast, the reading_situatior -itself is muCh more op ell,:ended, if it is --

_to be more than word calling at one word.per second. Reading is a self-ruled
'situation. No longer is this a matter of following along a-given path with no
chance to change the rules of the game. The reader must be forward looking if
his experience is to be ready and waiting when his tyes light on the predicted
word patterns. The reader who manages two words per second is like our best
second and sixth grade readers.. They can clearly phrase their utterances; To

. do this, the 120 wpm reader is well on the way to skilled performance, which
requires the interpretation of the context: Self-ruled tasks are a totally
different kind of situation. They are likely tc tap the main defects in the.pro-
cessing abilities of the individual With reading difficulties.

The'self-rulod situation is too important to be left to thestimuli. The
good reader interacts more actively with the stimuli. This skilled performer' is
relying on.the context to let him predict the upcoming meaning and grammatical
constructions that wi,11 shortly be fikated directly. The essence of .the game is
to cteate a-temporary stabildzation of the fast,changing verbal situation. The
short-term memory can establish this baseline for rrediction only if it gives a
temporary buffer store which lines up at least a short series of three events.

This directionality is what is lacking in the word caller reading aloud at
one-to-five seconds per word. He cannot.transfOrm the situation and.therefore
allow.his inner models to be activated before he comes to the next printed words.
He is. stimulus-bound. The word callers haltingly plod along the simple printed
path with but little in the way of cha.'ges in plan. It.seems that poor readers
can process informatiot, given th, correct instructions, but they are lacking in
the ability to plan the processing of information 'y'piCking the mos, appropri7
-att -subroutine-to -deal withLst-ch.nting-requirements;
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The Key Role of.the Frontal Lobes

The reading task is therefore a more difficult task than the monitoring
'task, since the range of choice is wider. Reading is concerned with the self,
supervision of the possible ways to process.rather than merely the processing

Tt has long been known from the .work. of Luria .(1966) and Milner (1964)
that the discovery of the rules and self-critiCal activitieS -are-the ro1 e. of.;
the frontal lobes. Especially valuable is the nouropsychological distinction.
Milner (1971) has recently drawn between the 1:.le of the frontal lobes and t.he
temporal lobes in adults. The recognition of single words is a functimpf-the
temporal lobe not affected by frontal .lobe damage. But the perception 66.the'.'-o
sequencing of a series of words is largely a matter of frontal lobe function not
affected by temPoral lobe damage.

Pribram 1971, 1973) has established that the segmenting of a 'series of
events is a frontal lobe function. He has also noted the key role of, the frOnto-
limbic system in registering a series of novel events... An external trend in
'the environment must at least temporarily be stored in the brain as a neurologi-
cal context against which further stimuli can be compared. External environment-

. al context becomes an internal neurological context or the organism is stimulus--;
-" bound. He Orients to everything and cannot find the essential changes. Predic-

tion from expe.-ience cannot come through a narrowed short-term memory window.
--------Clark.-(19b9).made the point that reading; and writing are the hallmarks of

civilization. He remarked that civilized man must feel that he belongs somewhere
in space and time. To do so, he must consciously look forward.and look back.
Even during the reading process itself the tvAer must look back in orde, to look
fOiward But his "catcb-22" is that he has to work at high speed through his

.short-ferm memory accessible via only a narrow time slot. Poulton (1962) demon-
'strated that physically narrowing the moving slot through which men arc reading
aloud to six degrees (or about five printed words) begins to lead to,mistakes
wheri, the spoken rate was at leas* 3.00 wpm, but the short-term mrmory can place
mental limits that arc even more disastrous. In children, it is.as'if long-term
memory stores arc not searchable when.the context does not provide a direction-
ality based'on about three words in. a. .row. . Baker (1972), Bryden (1972), .Blank,
Weider, and.BriUger (1968) as well as Coodnow .(1971) have all noted that Poor
readers have difficulties in short-term memory, especially when the material can-
not easily.be verbally rehearsed. The present author believes that this is
because iu poor readers the short-term memory cannot provide the proper context
or subreutihes to use in the searching of long-term memory. Other work makes it
clear that long-term memory.search time is at least double'd in some poor readers
(N. Mackworth 1974).

__The Frontal.Lobes in Reading

The role of the.,frontal lobes in reading is normally thought of. in terms of
the general production o purposive behavior. They create general intentions and
plans to regulate-and control subsequent actions by self-criticism and evalua-
tion. But Luria (1966) and Pribram.(1971) stress that the frontal lobes organize
behavior in an even more direct manner during serial tasks. They have ongoing
supervisory or executive functions which Maintain a running analysis of actions

thoughts to keep the main intention uppermost. .Seemingly tften, this frontally
controlled self-regulatory behavior is highly dependent on the short-term -memory

.during reading.,
.Constant checking of the work strings, would seem to involve at least five

processes. These arc the foundations of.the adVance early warning of'needs (the
cognitIVe search guidanec of Hockberg, 1970A) which brings the most urgently
needed subroutines to work within the sliurt-term memory as needed. The five
stages are: (a) external visual scanning using hypotheses to establish external
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,

I
.

conext--41 grouping of eleMents; (b) transforming this external context into an
internal Context, which Prquam describes as a temporary neurological organiza-
'.ion of brain events--this :,ceurs in the short-terM memory; () reque'sts from
short.term memory to long-term memory for subroutine.,;(d) further comparisons
between internal short-term memory context and growing,external semantic and

. ayptactit trends; and (e) decidions to change or keep current.subroutines if
'exlioC'ted!and actual events are, jive.rgiiii; or eohverging

In "brief, the limited short-term memory of young children aged threo to
four years allows them hut a piecemeal approach to organizational tasks:

-Inhelder and Piaget (1964) note how normal children have to be seven-to-eight-
years old before they can start with a plad in the organizing of colored countersJ

'of various shapes. At,f;ve- to six-years old they arc still muddling through
from eMpirical groupings to a, plan. Brown (1973) has evidbnce,that the ability
to recognize and convert spoken word order is one of the last verbal ski I Is to
develop; it ts related to other established measures of verbal ability.

'hate Development of. Frontal. Lobe..
, .

Mien normal children are just.barely able to plan in serial tasks at grade
one level_is R surprising if som children have difficulty in reading? It
seems/ mest likely that sore prolongation of the nurmal late development of the
frontal lobes is rei.ponsible fot at least some .reading difficulties. Slight .

.delays of a year or two could make it hard for the child to undertake the seg..
mentill processing involved in reading. The conclusions here are that it is
likeiy that delayed development of frontal lobes is responsible for at least some
poor' reading achievement. Secondly, we need more.dirett comparisons between the
WOcallers in sixth grade and the word callers in the second and fourth griadcs.

Th1

,

Are there any detectable qualitative differences in their performance? irdly,(1

'thee poor Teaders in grade six'should be classed as late developers until or
unless they arc proved otherwise. The fact that they lack frontal lobe abilities
does not, of course, mean in any way that they are'brain damaged. Fourthly, the
special experience that can help frontally damag.ad adults to link their thoughts
and keep to the main.thome may well give research ideas for better training S.,

methods. Fifthly, ono approach here is to try to 'link together separate eleMents
in the environmental context so .that the poor readers can make more active.use of
meaning and grammatical hints to think in a more'directional manner. No-longer
would tho printed stimuli bind them and steal their time.

CONCLUSIONS ..

.--..._.

....-.: V- , P . 4The recording of line of sight Ti:Zis'i.g a very useful tool in the study
of reading.' The child- whoJias difficultyin processing the printed Word shows
prolonged eye fixations.. .-These long vl,sual.pauses indicate his inner cognitive
struggles with the material,. HiS problems begin with the difficulty in actiVat--
ing the'visual retord- of thq wird, .continue with an iMpaired abilit;, to sound out
what he sees, and become mosoppressive wi.th hi:; inability to understand what
he reads.. This failure of coMprchension st4s partly from the fact that his..

visual and short-term.inemory arc unable toretain enough of'the material for him
to achieve a reasonable synthesis of what he is trying to read. . The prolonged
.visual pauseS ensure that,the words so rainfally processed fade away before they'
can be linked 'together. This piecemeal acquisition of words can be clearly heard
in the monotonous slow expression of one word .;it a time. Anyone who has:listened
to a very slow talker will recognize the frustration and impossibility of follow-
ing the sense of what is being said. However, the fact must be clearly recognized
_that the child will-not be cured' by teaching him to move his eyes faster. -The
teaching mh.st liegin at the other ?rid of the cognitive chain; and try to ensure
that the child has both the coding skills and. the vocabulary he needs.

-.
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The poor reader aged 10 to 12 is not necessarily'rain-damaged, hut he may
be a,slow developer, especially 'with regard to,the crucial frontal,lobes that
allow.. him to look ,ahea4.. His thinking is held closer tb the,present moment than
it should he,,-A4uailikVt'Iink,t9gether successive stim411 into a trend. Lacking

adequate external and intengCvntexts :against ihicii he might place the fast-
changing stiMuli, he cannot l'each his stored oxp-.!riencet. The normal rate of
cognitive de%,elopmont is so fasLthat 1arge.fect.s arc produced hy one-to-two
years lag in the development of the frontal lobes.

.
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.An Information Processing Approoch
D.L. Fisher, & M.S. Smith,

Harvard University ° NIE

This paper suggests several procedures relevant to the diagnosis of reading
coMprehension problems. Three general beliefs have guided the development of
these procedures: (a) Existing diagnostic procedure:: often mislabel or mis-
classify certain responses of the reader. (b) Diagnostic procedures could at-
tend more closely to the effect a giver reading problem hss on comprehension.
(c),Some of the knowledge gained from research in linguistics, education, and
psychology can be usefully turned into diagnostic tools.

The first belief it; based upon research in pnycholinguistics (see Fodor,
Bever, and Garrett, 1974). This research suggests .chat most word processing is
activethe rcader identifies words on the basis of existihg syntactic and sem-
antic information, and on informatlen" from the visual display. 'Since there are
many competing determinants of the success or failure of any given attempt to
identify a word, diagnostic instruments often fail to identify the 'different
causes of word processing errors.

.The socond belief is the result of our examination of existing diagnostic
instruMents (e.g., Gray Oral Reading Test, Durrell Analysis of Reading Diffi-
culty).

Finally, an examination ef the literature in linguistics and artificial
.intelligence suggests that certain results of this research could be applied
to problems which are presently very hard to pinpoint. Most of the work is
broadly applicable to what might be called the understanding of connected dis-
course or, text.

TEXT PROCESSING

--77----Text-processinvand_text_descriptien_are_one_focus of.eurrent research and
theorizing in linguistics (see Crothers,-1-974,_psycho1ogx_(see FreedIe amd7-
Carroll, 1973), and artificial intelligence (see Schank and Colby, 1973)..-Un----
fortunately, little attention has been paid to individual differences that ac-
count for performance differences with respect to a"given text. We know
something of why one form of a passage is more easily learned than another
(Brent, 1969; Lesgold, 1972; Paivio, 1971; Pompi and Lachman, 1967; deVillier7,
1974), but we are not sure Why a tdssage is difficult for some individuals to
learn and nOt for others. Since the focus of this paper is on diagnosis, we
are interested primarily in those factors which make a given task harder for
certain individuals.

.The problem.of determining what aspects of the stimulus (in this case, the
text) cause difficulty is, of course, not necessarily separable from the prob-
lem of determining why only certain individuals find a given stimulus difficult.
For exaMple, we know that organization facilitates students' general learning
(Frase, .1973). It may alsO'facilitate learning-more-for-some individuals
'than for ethers. However, as noted above, most of the research on text has.not
focused on individual differences. In short, the individual interested im
translating theory.intadiagnostic procedures can draw upon relatively feW
experimental results

This isnot a-criticiSm of researeh ir text. As already_noted, many of the
structural variatiohci already known to have an effect across individuatS may be
just the variationsithat account for the diEferences between individuals. Our
point is simplY that experiments are'needc:.1 to verify the relation of structural
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Variations to individual differences. We believe
statot:int:tt:sing that accounts for individual differences ike!tihr: tre pMecl;;.

. removed from the direct processing of wrface sentences. Processinii'that takes
place at several levels removed will be referred r

,vidual differences include both the relar'ive extent

processinl',1"wnliim=tt ZcZEsitTli...We believe the aspects.of- this implicit

.

and sophistication of the
processing.

- We will speak of a text as being implicitl Y and activelY processed when the
... reader . generates the fabric which relates s4entences to each other and to the
larger fabric of which they. Are a part. For txamil.le, two contiguous.sentences

tion of topic to the paragraph in. whieh-they were
to each other, and in the rela-might stand in the relation of eause_and effect

embedded. The reader who
marks these relations is, in rffect, creating the fabric which holds the ps-

structure suchage together. As noted previously, 'he possible fabric might
as

take in memory has recently received a great deul
a

creation or generation of this

of attention (Anderson and

We areBower, 1973; Crothers, 1975; Frederickson, 1975), more in+erested in the
fabric or structure than we are in its details.

.

.

Although these are not the only aspects of i

to mind, four aspects important to thc generatioArlip
licit processing whicA come

:21:
active processing.

integration. ard
text structure

can be identified:.. Prior knowledge, logical skill osf, asZit

the processing of tex6ince this knowledge
importani role inThe knowledge whitb...a reader brings to T s

of text processing. For exa mple, the

'iliZsage plays an
quantity and quality
thlt carburetorsind i v i d"" i ,vveniloce Lot wh9s

route gasoline'le qv...engine and that engines will
oU't of the followtnePassage than an individual

"The car &stopped in a hurry. The driver
without this- knowledge.

get more

the hood of the car. The carburetor was

not,

ater."
yot oat

Though not/all individuals. will be able to. identi
filled

%rtat
"real" reason for the

tar's stopping, most individuals will probably in the water-filled car-

1;:iiir..17fgetntIll7kely

buretor had soffiething to do with it. They arc 1

inference is based on knowledge which the reader
wiir'saltiel;e.lYA

car's stopping caused the carburytor to fill
brings to a passage.

.

The logical skills tnat a reader has acquired a

role in the processing of implicit textual relati
mportantplay an i

conclusion that a
given pair of sentences stand in a certain relatiOn

'that follows'later underlines the need for various

passage.Can ,affe.ct the Structure that he creates
obtain between any set of sentences in a text. Th

The integrating activities which a reader en

analysis

g;- in with respect to a given

IfOr the

logical

to
of the birthday story

herReclaantioofntspernc:Iss

require lengthy and non-trivial deductions. The
skills.

all the infornation in a text may."undersiand more',
reader who takes account of

only the relatiOs between contiguous' sentences.
than the reader who

The possession of the required knowledge and logi
caVlkill

is not sufficient for
ow for impliLit processing,ssThe reader/ must act in tho:Ae situations which

theapprOptiate

situations.
.

apply what he knows in the_geribration of text tructure. The-jeadermusts,
and-skills necessar'y to supply the relations be tZ..e

:.leader to have the knowledge.. short, .the p erocessing of text .requirs tw

possible relations obraining between any of the s-elite:
ntences , to look for .

in the text, and to

actively process text. .
,

tceli%=iirgwo:4)r
Children have a large.store of knowledge. and

etlirli. exctZ-re_sivelyupon in even,the simplest of situatiOns r
hension. The importance of this store, is espeeiall,

e

when one tries to
csimulate the undzirstanding proCessesdn a computer rh co. mputer does not come

mready-made with this store, it must be programed

clear

ally w-at it knows to what', the Computer does not know when to apply h t is read-
into the computer. Addition-

ing and trying to understand.

i.
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.

Charniak's work (1969)- la alLificfaf-in e igence is important because it
\ points out the enormous complexity of seemingly ordinary tasks. For example,
.\, consider the following story (Charniak, 1969): (1) Today was Jack's birthday..

' (2) Penney and Janet went to the store. (3) They were going to get presents.
\ (4):Janet decided to get a top. (5) "Don't do that," said Penney. (6) "Jack:
\has a top." . (7) "He win make you take it back."
.' .- The story.reads quite easily for most people. But let's examinethe proces--
..Sing that weaves the separate sentences together.

' l. Today was Jack's birthday.
2. Penney and Janet went to the store.

\ 3. They were going to get presents. One might conclude at this point that
the presents were for Jack. The reason4g could be that if it is someone's birth-
.daYJ-if-no-one el-se's-birthday is mentiened,-and if.preSents,are mentioned in the
story, then the presents are probably for the birthday person. Since we know all
three conditions hold, we can conclude that. the presents were for Jack.

4. Janet decided to get a top. By now one might conclude that the top is
a pr sent for Jack, and that Jack is a child. The reasoning is more complicated

_._ than 't might seem at first. We know that a top can be a present, and we know
. that f something is a birthday present for someone, we would expect Ihat person
., to want it for a birthday present. Since we-have no reason to believe that Jack-
. yould not want a top, we can conclude that-he would, in fact, want it. Now we
'know that if .someone 'would want a top for a birthday present, that someone is
probably a child. Therefore, we conclude that.Jack is a child.

5. \ "Don't do that," saie Penney.
6. \'"Jack has a top." One might conclude here that Jack would not want a

second t p. 'If Penney had not said, "Don't do that," we would bp less apt to
Teach thi
ing. One possible way of arriving at this conclusion Ts as followsi Jack has

c\ s conclusion. Therefore, "Don't do that" Must have affected- our reason-

one top. If Janet buys Jack a top; Jack would have two tops. He might not want
the second top if someone suggests he own only the first. BY suggesting that
Janet not uy JaC.. a top, Penney suggests that he nwn only one. Therefore, Jack
might not want the second top.

,
7. "4.will make yoil take it back." The it In this sentence refers to the

second top; We can confirm that the it refers.to the second top by asking'if the
sentenee makes sense. People are asked to return a thing they,have just bought
for someone only if that persondoes not want it. It can be inferred from the

,previous sentence ehat Penney believes Jack does not want a second-top. There-
fore, Jack's asking Janet to...take back the second top makes:sense. It makes
sense because Janet would be getting something that Jack did not want, and
because Janet would haVe to return the top if Jack really already owned one. In

.
short, not on:y. does_ Penney.!s_statement make senser_it makes-sense---in-con.text,---------

. .

The-preceiing analysis bears out the need for (a) a knowledge of facts
beyond thOse presented explicitly in eext, (b) various logical skills, (g) con-
sidering the impact of information throughout the story on the interpretation Of
any given sentence, and (d) active participation on the reader's part. We turn
now to a discussion of the work that should precede diagnosis of text procesSing
difficulties in reading comprehension.'

One-place to luok for the presence of the four factors discussed above is
on existing tests of rehding comprehension. Using present tests of comprehension
has a certain appeal. Many of the tests accepted as valid measures of comprp-
1.1ension should be analyzed to see where the above factors- operate, and their
effects analyzed to See if-they are predictive of an individuals' reading cm-

:prehension perfertance. It May be the case that more conventional measures of
- comprehension (such as present tests of reading comprehension) do not tap_these
:=7f4e-tors,--Tlii:birthday story.clearly reqUires them, Implicit processing may be

very important to the understanding of most texts, even though it is never tested
on,conVenIional measures of reading comprehension. This line of reasoning argues
for an'analysis of the materials students are cohfronted with; we want to find out
kf understanding the materials depends on these four factors.
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What are some of the obstacles that study of these factors need to contend
with? Consider the case of knowledge:. How should one go about identifying
iverything that, for example, tne average third grader kr.nws? Something such as

this may well be required if we want our measure to sample from a "complete"
pool of knowledge, (.therwise generalizations about the extent of'a given knowl-

edge,deficit are unwarranted.
There is another problem that should be solved before we measure the impor-

tance of "general knowledge:" A person's knowledge base could be inadequate
either because the person does not have the necessary facts, or because the per- .

son does not generate the necessary facts from \an adequate store. For diagnos-

tic purposes, the above distinction is crucial.. Consider the case of logical

na tura-1-1 anguag e is not'easily -translated-into-terms and

relations uSed in formal logical models (Minsky, 1974), nor is it necessarily
psychologically appropriate to do so.

This outline of influences on the implicit processing of text can serve as
one starting point for the analysis and development of diagnostiC measures of

text comprehension. It can Serve as one way of conceptualizing arid "cempart-
mentalizing" the analysis of texts and tests encountered by readers.

WORD PROCESSING

In this section,, four influences on word processing are discussed: decod-

jng, pertial processing, encoding, and production. Word :nrocessing,as used in

this paper will refer fo the activities and information necessary ta.go from

print to meaning (decoding). We can think of the print-to-meaning translation

_as:a,process involving atleast two steps: (a) that information in the

' visual display Which is needed to retrieve the meaning associated with a word

must be ercoded and (b) the meaning associated with the,word must be retrieved

and appropriately interpreted. We turn now to a discussion of those factors

,.which operate in, and influence the translation of print to meaning, and we

point out the rplation between each factor and comprehension.

Decoding

Decoding refers to a broad range of activities or processes .(see. Gibson and

Levin, 1975). Various factors contribute to decoding speed and accurady. Many

of these factors can be improved ("developed," "remediated") although there ig

considerable disagreement about how best to do so (Chall, 1967). At the ex-

tremes, decoding speed and accuracy bear clear relations to comprehension.

-Leaving-_a_Iarge_middle ground unaccounted for: For example, we cannot presently

say whether decoding three out of every 10 words incorrectly wild significantly

affect-an individual's performance on comprehension tests. .Nor can we say how

fast.a reader mu.-..t decode, given that the reader has.a limited time to complete

a comprehension-test. Clearly,.the reader must have enough time to road the

qUestion, read the relevant material, and read the posSible answers. But just

reading all the required material in the allotted time is not enough, for unless

Auestion IS very simple, some time must be devoted to thinking about the

possible answers. Decoding is not an activity which always takes place apart

from,higher level influences, hence, when we refer to "decoding activity," we

refer'specily to that aspect of the print-to-sbund translation which is.

independent of higher level influences. The iinportance of a sensitive diagnos-

tic inStrument becomes more clear. It exists tuidentify,decoding errors in a

situatiOn where other influences contribute to the word recognition process,

Partial Trocessing

Two characteristics of partial processing stand out see Samuels, Dahl
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and Archwamety, 1974; Goodman, 1969): o(a) readers seem to actively process in-
forMation--they make predictions about words and phrases to come on the basis of
existing syntact.J.c and semantic information and (b) readers scan'the visual dis-
play for information which suggests (but does not necessarily.confirm) a predic-
tion. This is a dynamic process--the-two characteristics continually interact.
The information from the visualdisplay both helps to determine, and is itself
deterMined by, the prediction.

Misinformation is sometimes the consequence of such a proceSs. A prediction
may 'be selected on less than sufficient evidence; a word is "seen",which was not
on the printed page. For example, a student might read, "The athlete sprinted

.

:around the trail," as, "The athlete sprinted around the track." The reader in
----ithis-case might have-predicted the occurrence of the word "track" on the basis of

preceding syntactic and semantic information. The reader failed to correct the
mistake because a partial scan of the visual' display confirmed the visuai simi-
larity of the word on.the page, "trail," to the word expected, "track.", Partial
processing is ma reStricted to the identification of only those words -occurring-
in context. A reader can make an 'educated guess at a word in isolation even
without preceding syntactic and semantic information. In isolation, the reader
can use the information in the first part of a word to make an educated guess as
to the last part of the word. MaLy incorrect predictions coupled with the ac-
ceptance of less than sufficient information can lead to low test scores.

Encoding

Encoding problems also exist. Encoding in word processing is the transla-
tion of the printed stimulus into whatever form it takes wnen deposited in

,memory. This form may. include both surface and semantic information (Begg and
Wickelgren, 1974; Liark and Card, 1969; fillenbaum, 1969; Sachs, 1967). .Some-
times a word, after it has been decoded, is "automatically". translated into
another word. 'Evidence for sucil,errors comes from the presence of certain .mis-
cues during oral reading (Goodman, 1976B). Goodman reports that one child he
studied sensistently read train as toy. The mistake was specific to the train-.
toy translation.. That is; the child did not decode other words beginning with
't as toy (except for.tcy itself). Therefore, neither decoding'nor partial pro-
cessing seemed to be the determining influence.

ProductiOn

Ihere.eare two kinds of production errors: P.!st, they reflect temporary
prPoduction_prohlems_. _Spoonerisms_are_acasoin--po-int---(-Fodorr--Bever--and----------------
.Garrett, 1974). Some spoonerisms involve fuli word exchange like "I batted my,
bricl. against the headwall" while.others reflect affix and stem movement where
"He made a lot of money:intelephoning stalls" (Garrett and Shattuck, 1974): The
souiceof the above errors, unlike decoding, encoding, and partial.processing,
is not necessarily part of the perception process. It is believed that they
reflect rhe production process (Fodor et al,,1974). However,.since the measure
we use for testing perception includes the-production of verbal responses, we
need to be aware of the presence of production-related errors. Spoonerisms are
not the only errors of this. type. More permanent production errors will appear
in the child with speech problems. Speech problems can influeace reading com-.
prehension in those situations where the child arrives at the meaning.of a word
through the intermediary of sound.

Diagnostic Procedures

The following diagnostic procedures arc designed to separate errors in the
translation, of print to meaning into the above four categories. The set of
diagnostic procedures outlined belo,- (see Figure 1 p.30) requires three related
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sets of materials: (a) reading comprehensien tests, (b) listening comprehension
tests, and (c) vocabulary tests. The reading and listening comprehension tests
should he representative of the various subject matter that teachers wish to
test. The material should be graded for reading difficulty 'with respect to each
skill used to measure understanding. While it is reasonable to assume that some
material will be easy to understand if a fairly simple skill is required to evi-
dence comprehension, the same material will become more difficult to understand

'j.f a more complex skill is required. The vocabulary tests would draw upon the
'words in the listenink and readingjilaterial.

The procedures needed io identify decoding, partial processing, encoding,
and_prodUctionLerrors- include. the administration of.certain- measures or-tests: -

: (a) a voCabulary measure, (b) a reading-comprehension measure (c) a listening-.
.comprehension measure,. and (d).a decoding measure. Most of the measures are
dntended to serve as "filters." That is, they should separate those.individuals
who.do from these individuql,s who do not require further diagnostic work. In

particular, the measures are designed to identify Lhose individuals with
potential word processing problems.

The rationale behind the.testing sequence is to remove from consideration
those individuals with obvious vocabulary problems. Vocabulary difficulties can
contribute to both word and text processing problems, Therefore, all individu,
als should be given a vocabulary measure before being administered the reading-
.comprehensiOnmeasure. Individuals with vocabulary problems should be'excluded
from further analysis until the vocabulary problems are remediated.-

The remaining students should be giveh the reading comprehension measure. .

The grade level of the materials should correspond to the grade level of the
,students. It is important for later analyses that the oral miscues (Goodman;
1976B) of the readers on the reading comprehension measure be recorded. Stu-
dents who-perform at or.above grade level on the reading comprehension measure
need not be given any of the remaining tests. Students performing below, grade
level may be having difficulty for a variety of reasons. Word processing prob-
lems are one possible cause of poor performance.'

Students scoring at grade level on the lipening-comprehnsion test and
below grade level on the reading-cOmprehension measure may have Word processing
difficulties. Students scoring below grade level on thelistening coMprehension
test and still lower on the reading conprehension measure may have a combination.
of word and textprocessing problems. The extent of the word. processing problem
can be uncovered by procedures such aS those suggested below. The remainder of
the 'students with reading comprehension scores below grade level will score.at

: (,:r below their reading grade on the listening comprehension measure. These with
'üiTãi iTaldiiigind listening scoresihave few if any word processing problems..
These students should be given diagnestic measures such as those suggested in'
the section on text processing. /

. How do word processing errors affect comprehension problems? Again, the
individuals in the group selected for further diagnosis at the word processing
level.should have reading comprehension scores below,grade level and listening
comprehension scores which fall above their rlading level. Sce Figure on,

page-30 for a.diagram of the series of diagnostic measures and procedures dis
cussed. It shows.the measures needed to identify tilos( individuals with peter-
tial word procdsiing_errors (stefs ono through seven). Following are the pro-
cedures needed to identify particular instances of word processing errors, as
well as the cause of a given error.

,r_ral miscues should be recorded at the same time the reading comprehension
idminirtered (Wc assume that these oral' miscues are representative-of

050 processing errors th z,. child makes while reaLJug silently.) It is important
teflook at the subsetof word processing errorS that bear a'clear relation to
bomprehension. For eZample, a not may have been missed, or tallest read as
short*St. Having 51:dentified word processing prrors which bear a clearlrelation
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. to comprehension problems, it is necessary to ddentify the source (i.e., de-
coding, partial processing, encoding, or production) of these errors Since
we are most interested in identifying and separating the decoding from.the par-
tial processing errors, it is:necessary to remove those errors due to encoding
and production problems from consideration.

,

This requires the administration of an additional measure. -A list of
words should be drawn up, specific to each student. 'The list shoulti te compased
of all words for which miscues were reCorded: Each child should then .be pre-
sehted.with the list of .those. words (the decoding measure, step 8) on which he

'made word processing errors. The subject's miscues should again_be recorded.. ,

---The-diagnostie±an-'ncw-has two lists of-miscues made to the-same set of words.
Oneset of misCues was Made on the reading comprehension measure. The other
set was made on the decoding measure. These listS will form- the.basis for the
identification of variods error sources,

The identification of encoding errdrs will require'some additional probing..
The train and toy .confusion suggeSts.the sort of probing that is. needed. First,
we note that train is consistently decoded as toy.-5 Second, we' notethat toy is
not_confused with other wolds similar in sound or shape-to train. Therefore, we
can infer that the child recognizes the word.train aS distinct, though it is
still encoded as toy. We already have a list of those words hich werespoken .

'incorrectly at least twice. Certain of these words may represent repetitions
of the same decoding error. Others may represent encoding errors. To separate
encOding from decoding errors, it is necessary to knoy whether a child makes
similar errors to other words which arc similar in sound and shape.. In.short,
encodina 'errors ale chose miscues which are consistently repeaCed with the same.
'word and Pvhich are specific for a given 'Word. production errors muSt also be
separated out. The.diagnostician should be ableto identify miscue,s dUeto

, .speech problems ,
The remaining miscues from the reading-epreh'ensiOn test may be the result

of either partial processing or decoding-prOblems. The liSt of miscuesfroM
-:both the reading comprehension-and decodins measures Should,he compared. Some
words will have been incorrectly processed en the reading comprehension measure;
but Correctly processed on the decoding meaSure. We canjnfer with a fair
degree of confidence that these words represent Tartial processing.errors.. [lbw-
ever, not all of the remaining errors represent decoding probles.. Remember
that wordA ean be partially processed even when they are- ini.solatien. The..
reade ân guegs-at a word before Jecing the entire visual display... To identify.
a given error as a detoding error, it is necessary to Verify that:the reader has.
seer Itheentire viSual 'display (nll the-lettor-s--i-n-a-werd**74'orekample-i'w.
need tolknow that the child who reads pat as pan has seen the t in pat. To'make
sure.thi.' is indeed the case, the diagnostician might ask the child to spell a.

. word as it:acCurs on a page before pronouncing it. If the child-.still mispro-
nounces the word, the error can be attributed to decoding problems. A profile
df.thbse errors clearly resulting in comprehension problems would now exist for.
each Child. .This profile is useful for remedial purposes.

we must also consider,the effects on deCeding.comprehension.of decoding
speed; .Some incorrect answers to questions on the'reading.comprehension test

-fll liaie nothing to do -with the fidelity of a vrint7to-sound translation. Some
of these errors may arise because individuals must spend too much time decoding.
Reading too slowly can.be just as detrimental as reading.toa quickly. Smith
(1975) -suggests that many reading comprehension problems are the resultaf too
much attention to.detailj-Also. the questions asked_of the_reader_as-well_as,'-
tWEIfficuIty of the, materials can:influenee reading speed, and the time:allot-
ted an.i.ldividual to finish materials can determine the relative effeetiveness
of a given reading speed.

7or any givpa time sport looking at a word embedded within a sentence, slew
.decoders must spend more time decoding and less time integrating information



than fast decoders. "Integrating" is a term used to rLFer to that activity
.which Involves thinking about a word's meaning, and the relation of this mean-'
ing to the meaning of preceding. context. Decbding which has not reached a
certain speed and independence of attention (LaBerge and Samuels, 1976) can
outstrip the capabilitiesi,of short-term memory. .Time is alacior case infor-
mation,in short-term memory which is not rehearsed fades quickly eterson and
Peterson, 1959). A skill can proceed so slowly that information acquired
earlier in a sentence or text has disappeared -from memory by the time iti.s
needed for higher level processing'.

1. Vocabulary Test

2a. Poor Performance?

ino

yes

Figure 1

2b. Vocabulary Training

3. Reading Comprehension Measure with Miscue Identification

i

.

.. .

es
'4a. Ai Grade Level?

y
4b. No Further Diagnosls

ino

5. Listening Comprehension Measure

r6a, Listening & Reading Scores Equal?..-7------.6b:. Go To Text Processing-
ues _

i

Evaluation
' . no.

Za. Listening Score Above Reading ,Score?---122--0.7b. See.Fobtnote', below.

iyes

8.. Decoding Measure with Miscue Identification

bntifyEnrottnTETrors

10. Identify Production Errors

Separate Partial Processing ald Decoding Errors.

Outline of Diegnostic Procedures

A few individuals may sCOre .lowir on the listening comprehension measure than
on:the reading measure. Of course, it is not necessary for an individual to
score:jower on the listening Measure than on the reading measure for there to
.be a special problem with listening. Ue.should separate out those.students
with "special" listening probleMsbefore we administer the listening compre-
hensirn mgasure.
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Language Development: Universal
Aspects and Individual Variation

Paula Menyuk,
Boston University

7-Discussion in'thiS paper will center onisome universal trends-and individual vari-
. .ationS that have been Observed in the language development process. Since language

development.is rather huge topic, this paper will.present some examples of
these universal trends anaindividual variations during the early years of life
(genyuk, 1972)..

: Universal aspects of development and individual variations have been observed
. at the very, earliest stages of development. The age at which a child begins to
use recognizable words and structures Varies widely. There is evidence that the
:surface form of these early striletures can vary,, although these differences have
not been carefully documented and described. Some children begin langUage prOduc
tion by primarily using single words that are clearly articulated while others
use.phrases that are difficult to comprehend (Nelson, 1971). In addition, the
function of the language usage appears to be different for these-two groups. The

.

single word producers appear to use language to name things in the environment,
while the lattet greup uses language to express needs and. feelings. Such diff-
erences may be duc_to-the birth order of the child, or to differences in the
linguistic styles of the mothers in their verbal interactions with their children.

Differences in 'the mothers' styles may result from whether or not the child
is a firat or later child, or to the mothers' levels of. education. In any ease,
hewthese differences in the earliest productions of language can'affect the
>course of:later development s not clear. Both groups of children use language

. for both functions. They differ only in proportion of usage. An intriguing pos-
sibility is that' these differenceS are early indicators of different conceptuali--

.

zations about the uae of language. These conceptualizations could,.
strongly influence the course of later.language development, and could do'so es-
pecially in those situations where language.usage is removed from the usual
'direct speaker-listener communication as it is in reading.

Despite these variations in the phonological. forw and use of early utter-
ances, the-sequenec.of-develovmLut uf-sLiucturYs-that-haS WarfOurTdi'e
:the universal functions of language and the childls abi1it to capture the univer-
sals in his ianluage use. At the very earliest stages of development, when he is
primarily produLing one, word utterances, the child uses language in accompaniment
to an action in a particular situation to declare (either descriptively or emphat-
ically), 'to. demand, and to question. In addition to the situation and action
which help to make clear the meaningof these utterances, he uses a purely lin-
guistic device--intonation and stress-which clarifies their meaning. These one-

. wOrd utterances may describe a relationship, but the listener must rely un the
situation to interptet the relationship the child wishes tb-Rpr-e-S-S.(Bloom, 1970)..`r.

Once the child begins using two word uttelances, he can describe yelation-
ships more precisely by using certain word items in a particular order and by

'using intonation and stress. lie not only has'a "topic" of conIA:rsation, he also.
_flIAS a "_comment,'! und_this "comment" modifies the-"topic (Munyu17,
factors about these early.developments should be neted. First, the child uses
some linguistic conventions (i'itonation and s';ress) and contcnt Words o define
meaning even at a very, early stage. Second, the meanings he conveys fulfil'. some
basic functions of language: to declare, to wiestion, and to demand. Third, each
convention he adds allows the child to convey meanings in his utterances that are
increasingly precfre:and he does this with increasing independence from the situ-
ation. That is, thoSe aspects of human language which may make it unique--to
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talk about things that are di.splaced in time and space, to hypothelize, and to
invent (Hockett, 1963)--are inereasingly evident in children's Utterances.

From the stage ai which the chil6 is using one and two word utterances
until.he reaches some leveling-off stage Of-grammatical develooment,.he Contin-
ues to add structures to his grammar. The order in which he adds.these struc-
tures is dependent on several factors. Structures which involve the addition
of items are acquired before those which involvethe movement of items. Thus,

for example, negative structure rules are used before question structure rules.
Structures which are s'impler inderivation are acquired before those that, are
more complex. ThUs,--for exampl-e, negative sentences are used -inthe-1.A fun-
grammatical form before negative-questien sentences (Brown and Hanlon, 1968).
Rules WhichOperate on a small domain are adquired before those which operate
on a lar&.clomain... ThUS, number agreement is evidenced within a noun phraSe,
befofe.it eVidenced within the sentence (Cazden, 1968)., and in the latter'
beforó it is evidented across Sentences Wenyuk, 1969).

4 HRules which describe concrete relationships are a:quired before those
wniCh.describe abstract relationships. Thus, for example, prepositional

),..phrases which describe place are used before those which describe, time. (j4enyuk,
1971). Increasing complexity in language production cannot be equated with in-
creasing sentence length or gross language output. Complexity is.a multifaceted
influenCe on the sequence of acquisition of grammar. It bonsists of types of
operations reqUired, number Of opera-tions required, the domain of application of .

the:rules, and the concreteness of relationships expressed by structures. These
facets overlap so that several arc operating simultaneously. ,

The child's' ability to add structures to his grammar indicates that !leis'
able to make generalizations about the language he hears. For example, he makes
.generalizations about What composes a negative, imperative, declarative, or ques-
tien sentence. At different stages of development he mal:es different gueraliza-
tions about the compcsition of these. smtence.types. It should be stressed.that
these parameters are not.specifically pointed out to hit. He, selects them spon-
taneouslY. The generalizations he does make are dependent on those aspects
which.are most important to him and the level of,anOysis he can achieve within
'the limits of his own memory and cognitiye capacities. °.

The sequence in which various types of structural descriptions are acquired
is very. Similar for children within the same language community during these
early stiges of development. This sequence.is similar for children from widely
different language cormunities, although probably yery sitilar cultures. It is

--reaonahle_ to expec.t_uniatars11 nsperrs_in this enrly deve1opmental_011.0d since
.(a) children do not differ widely in their ceurophysiological bapacities if they
are physically and intellectually normal, (b) there are universal categories and
relationships which arc expre3sed in many languages (Greenberg, 1963), and (c)
the uses of language during this early period seem to be quite similar for chil-
dren from similar cultures: .

By the time the child enters school, he has a vocabulary of 2,000 to 3,000
words or more. He uses all the major Syntactic categories of sentence, subject'
and predieate, verb, noun, pronoun, determiner, adjective,.adverb, and preposition.
He can generate declarative, imperative, negative, and quiestion sentence types,
and he can.generate them in the active and passive moods. He uses markers of
number, place, time, manner, and possession. He can conjoin and embed sentenbes-,,,
and thus, theoretically, has achieved the ability to create indefinitely long.
sentences. He can express'the logical notions of actor-action-object, of ,/

negation,'of conjunction, of cauSe and effect, and of equality. Although this.:
has been accomplished by the end of the preschool.period, the child continues to,
develop his linguistic -kills for sometime.. These further development,s are impor .

tant because they lrad to much greater precision n language use than was
achieved during the early stages of development, and they allow t1 e. ihpd to hypoth-
esize and conceptualize about his. experiences in a much fuller,thnneV0an he
did previously.
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Although the child at the endbf the preschool period can generate hew sen-
tences by embedding one into the other; the contexts'and forms in which he does
this are quite limited. He embeds sentences,with only certain verbs and only at
the end. of.other sentence's. For example, he produces sentences such as I know
what he's doing and./ see the store that's on the corner, but not sentences such
as It gicems that he's the wreng boy or The store that's on the corner has a sa/e..
Although he produces noun phrases, he elaborates them bnly to a certain degree.
For uxample, he produces sentences such as The oldArian was Mean and he hit the
boy, bUt not sentences such as The mean old man hit the boy. His tense markers

7----are-lImitedi and-he-rarely expands the verb phrase by adding markers,to the verb:
For example, he produces I was playing but not I have been .playing, He persists
in trying tb maintain the subject + merb + object order: Iherefort.,, he does not
uie structures which disturb this order or intervene for too great a length of
time between the occurrence of the subiect and the verb.

The most- important linguistie.develOpment from,kindergarten on is the acqui-
sition of more and.more complete descriptions of:relationships within and between

- sentences. These more complete deSeriptions_require_the addition of properties
to the definition of words and these:properties are-syntactic.and semantic. At

. the kindergarten,stage_the child's knowledge of these- properties is limited. For
example, although the child in Most instmces appropriately.uses prepositions in,
Thrases, his comprehension of these prepositionS.and of the structures they can ,

go with, is limited. He may substitute one-preposition for another as in She took
me at the circus and I-wake up on the morning or he may use the preposition in
a limited way. His use of the preposition with indicates'only the.meaning of
accompaniment (I .vant to go with hiM), and not the instrumental 'meaning (I broke

.

the chair with myfoot) The,child's use of verbs in sentences.shows the addi-
tion of syntactic and semantic properties:-and this indicates growth in his com-
prehension of the meaning and function of words.

As he adds properties to his readings of 'verbs, restrictions are found on
the words that co-occur in a sentence-. For example, at one stage'of development
the verb make is used in all contexts of to form and, therefore, in the context
of both i-human and -human (make a team and make'a box). The verbs say, tell,and ask share properties so that sentences such as say the Story and tell the
3uestion occur frequently in preschool and kindergarten language samples, but
rarely in the language samples of older children. i

Not only is the child adding to the syntactic and semantic components of
his grammar after he enterSkindergarten, he is also adding rules to the phono-

. logical_esamp9nent._of -Ihese_ are primnrily rnnsonant_cluster-rules-
and morphological rules. Norphological rules that can be applied in a limited
number of contexts are acquired after those that apply most generally. Thus,
plural markers arc.aCquited in the following order: +z as in bees, +s as in
bats, +/z as in matches, +voice+z a's in wolves, and irregulars as in mice.

The same factor of increasing specificity. operates in the sequence of acq-
uisition of present andjpast tense markers.- Children begin to expand their
dictionaries to:include many more multisyllabic words and, thus, to learn the,

rules for application of,suffixes and stress to generate new classes. For ex-
:ample, they learn that stress on the second syllable cohverts'noun to verb

.

(address versus addroas) and that the addition of Suffix plus change-in-stress
cOnverts verb to adjective (telegraph versus telegraphic). ,Some eight to 10
year-old children Lpply appropriate stress rules to nonsensd material in much
'the s.'ne manneras adults do. Interestingly, hoWeVer, there are large indiVidual
variations among children so that.some older chileren cannot carry.out this task.

Just aS with. the earlier stages of development, there seem to beuniversal
trend's in later development. The sequence of acquiring increasing numbers of
properties of words, comprehension and expression of relationship's within and
between sentences, and aCquisition o phonological rules seems to be similar-7
for a large number of children at this later stage Of development. However;
there clearly are individual variations/as well, and these seem.to becoMaHmore
marked during the later stages of this early develocent.

_
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DUring.the developmental period'from about 18 months to fiVe years, the
childradjcally alters.the content of his gramMar, at least as evidenced by his
language production. His analysis of the lingUistic data he hears seems to

%,change aS Well,. although'he appears to understand a great.deal about the struc
,tUres before lie produces them in his own sentences'. The exact differences be-
tween comprehension and production at various stages of development have not
been described. When the child is producing one and'two word utterances, there.
is some indication that he only comprehends the meaning of the words-and rela-
tionships expressed in his own utterances. Thus, comprehension and production .

art-closely related..
//

However, the more advanced children at th:4 same early_age_of development
;those producing two and three rather'than one and two word utterances) can
comprehend sentences that are more complex than thoseNthey produce CShipley, ét
al, 19691. Perhaps those 'children who initially exhith.t a greater distance be-
tween production and understanding continue to show this" distance at an ever-
increasing rate as they mature because they are capable of a deeper analysis of
the structure of a sentence. Thus, such children more quickly acquire more com-
plicated structures. This is a spJculativetomment. Although the sequence
of acquisition is similar for children within the Same linguistic community,
different children acquire structures at different rates.

Different children may approach asympote in acquiring new structures at
different levels of analysis of the structure of sentences. By,the time the
child enters:kindergarten, he seems to understand some quite .complicated struc-
tures that he never, or only rarely, uses., There are limits to the understanding..
as well aS limits to the structure of utterances that are produced. Stru.-
tures'which involve transformational operations that disturb the subject-v.Jrb-
object order are difficult for him to interpret and these structures continue to
be difficult or.some

The child.entering kindergarten produces conjoined sentences that express.
logical relationships, but he comprehends and use's conjunctions which do.not
place many restriCtions on conjoined elements (and) or those which reflect con-
'Crete cause and effect relationships (because).,.He rarely uses and does not
coMpletely comprehend the conditional (iftso)-(Ményuk, 1969) orantithetic
-elationships (but),(0'Donnell, et a], 1967). Children,exi;ress and understand
causal relationships before temporal relationships (when and while), temporal-.
simultaneous relationships before temporal-sequential relationships (before and
after), and temporal relationships before the antithetic relationships (Katz and
Brpnt, 1968).

At a still:later stage of developtent, 4e cotTilhenTS someS-TiTiCtures in
which the subject is. separated from the verb. Jy the, object (I promised him to go),

bu different children vayy widely in this a ility, perhaps depending on'their
cognitive development and language experienc (Chomsky, 1969). Some structures
of this type arc net comprehended by adults in the community. Coincidentally,
it has been found that almost'50 percent of American adults never reach "adoles-
cence" in the Piagetian cognitive sense (K nlberg and Gjlligan, 1971). Thus,

different structures may be "available" to different children at Various stages
of development, and there arc some struct es that may never j)ecome available to

certain children in their.sentonceanalysqs.
Individual differences in the level kf language analysis at.the time of

entering school may produce differences in the acquisition of reading and writing
skills. Although-there arc no conclusivk data which indicate that this is so, it
seems logical. There are, after all, a/great many similarities between the two
language systems to be acquired. There/ are rules for sentence formation which
are similar in both systems, and acquisition'of the two language systems requires
the capacitY to generalize, abstract, and stoic infortation that is hierarchically
structured.as sentence; phrase', word,.and segment. The lack of data on,the rela-
tion between these two processes may be due to the ways language development and
.reading acquisition have beeemeasured in.studies that have attempted to measure
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correlation between.these two kinds of language performance, rather than to the
lack of actual correlation.

There are, then, both universal trends and individual variations.that 'can be
observed in the child's acquisition of language_ The universal trends reveal them-
selves as fairly fixed sequences in the acquisition of basic structures of the
language: They probably result from constraints imposed by maturation of the
neurophysielogical and cognitive.capacities of the child, the functions of lang-
uage, and the structure of the system he is acqUiring. The individual variations

, 'Teveal themselves as differences in the rate a.t which various structures are
- -acquiTed-by-children and-in th-e-clifferent-levels:Alf-ana-lys-is-of-the-languate

that_are reached. These differences are probably due to particular langUage exper-
iences and/or intellectual capacities.

Dialect variation and bilingualism play an important role not only in.the
use of language but also in the child's conception of language function. Both
universal trends and individual variations should be considered when planning for
the child's acquisition- of reading. The universal aspects indicate why and how a
child goes.about aequiring a language system. The individual variations may pre-
scribe his level of'competence at the time of school entrance or where he is "at"
at the beginning of the reading acquisition process, and his tonception of the
functions of language.



TtfeVelopmental Psyc o inguis ics.
Impliaations for-Reading Research
Stanley F. Wanat,
California State University, Fullerton

This paper is divided into three seclaens. 'The first identifies two recent
milestones in developmental-psyLholingui-stics. These-milestnhes_are Brown's'
(1973) sYnthesii of research ih thiS Areaand Söderbergh's.(1976, 1977) appli-
cation of research methodologyfrom.developmental psycholinguistics tethe study
of reading acquisition. The secone'Spctiomof this paper discusses a research
strategy7-the application of research methodology from developmental psycholin-
guiStics.to the.studY-of!...teading azquisition, following Soderbergh's model. The,

third section of this paper, like the second, suggests,a research strategy to
dedi,with the .--type,s of perceptual'units used by readers to comprehpnd written

language.

TWO MILESTONES

Two recent milestones indevelopmental-psycholinguistics arc also milestones7._.,
for readiniresearchei.s and teachers.

The first recent.milestene is the publication A First Language, whith is
Brown's.(1973) synthesis of research on langUage development. He,points out 014t
the most important source of information for anyone studying linguage learningis
the eirors,made,by the child.' Similarly, the reader's errors provide an important.
scure...e of informatiOn for,theteacher as has been demonstrated by Goodman (e.g:

-- Allen and Watson., .1976; Goedman,.1973: 1P76A, 1976B), and by others--e.g. Clay

k. (1968) and Weber (1968):
"neWi' direction that Brown Seesin developmental psycholinguistics is

''concein for meaning. He points out that the first analyses in the 1960s of
Child sentences were interms of pure syntax, in abstraction from semantics, with
no realtattention paid tg what the children might intend to communicate. There is
an impgrtant'implitation here for reading research: Since thefoundations of read-
ing are in language, 'reading researchers and reading teachers need-to-Carefully
Atsess their individual poSitions on'the role of meaning in reading. Is "meaning".

.' a tabog-lwain_rhe reading classroom :(see Gleitman and-Rozin, 197:3; doodthan,

_

Brown discUsses the "construction rules" that children.use to syntheSize and
analyze'language. He poinis oUt a research study suggesting that, .n language
acqUisition,And development; "construction-iiiies" do nof emergoall at once at the
levels of spontaneous use, discriminating response, and judgment.. The.speaker uses

,var4ous construction 'rules; to moveihetween specth and meaning. Similarly, the
reader useevarious zonstrUction rulestemiove between writing, On the one hand,
And SPeech;'.1anguage, arid meaning, on.the other hand. One must not assume that
the readendevelpps the skills for making.conscious judgments about Whether or
not Particular construction4u1es apply at the same' time that he develops.the
skills:to spontaneougly use a pirticularreading'construction rule. It has been
Suggestehat written trtlib be,thought of as one dialect of spoken English.
Bein able.to use the conseruction rules of-this part:_cular "dialect".is . -v dif-
fetent rom Zing-ab+e-ta...alacelousjudgfriehts-about. The-im

I .Tolication for teaching reading is that, fitTF-tnn:cfri-147--.4he_prgtess of spontaneous7
, ly using reading Construction rules 'is different from the process of. Making con7
sciods judgments about-the.application of such rules. What might be. the. ,-

implications of thiS foi..research on teaaling-reading withoUt having the child'deal
CensciouslY with rules?
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Developmental psycholinguists are searching for univetsal'aspects of lan-
guage development, but they are conducting in-depth analyses of individual
children. This has important implications for reading, for it suggests-that one
can gain an understanding of literacy acquisition, and of impediments to liter-
acy acquisition, bk studying and working with very small numberS of.individual
children.. The massive and expensive First Grade Reading Studies with their
large numbers of students did not tell how reading is acquired or impeded. But,
like the developmental psycholinguists, one can find out by studying individual.
children. This can be done by researchers and by teacher-trainers, but far mord
.importantlyi it can be done by in-service and preservice teachers to further
refine their skills in observing advances and flpediments in reading acquisition:
----FwouldIIke -to argue-that -current theorvin_devolopmeatal.psycholinguistics

has thefolloWing major implications for reading theory and practice: (a) The
relevant'unit'ih reading is not the distinctive feature .of a letter, not the
grapheme-phoneme cotrespondence, not the word, not the Sentence, but the individ-

.ual re'ader (interacting, of course, with an individual teacher). (b)-Teachers
and prospective teachers should begin.doing reading diary studies (following the
models' of the developmental psycholinguists),' Teachersannot, of course, study
evety. child, but a teacher can study,'-,in depth--one, two, or three 'children., and
the insights that teachers have about lcnrning to rea&Can be increased. Teach-
rs WOUld:be far ahead of researchers in this regard; researchers simply do not

,have pleat, comprehensive descriptions of how reading is acquited.
.. 'SUch reading acquisition studies would-have immediate payoff for teachers
)4110-ceuld-gain inva!vable and otherwise totally unobtainable information about

:their students ari ;:tout their teaching. The diary studies would be an integral
..joart, of a diagnostic-prescriptive approach--an integral part of teaching.

second recent milestone in developmental psychol4nguistics is also a major
milestone in theory and methodology for reading researchers and teachers. It is'
a teading 'diary study by SOderbergh (1976) which deals with a Swedish-speaking
elilld learning to read, and is entitled Reading in Early Chi2dhood: A Linguis

. tic Study of a Swedish Preschool Child's Gradual Acquisition of-Readilig.Ability.
The author is a linguist, and her approach is based upon developmental psycho-
linguistic models. Her work'yields both a richness-of detail and a number of
tantalizing generalizations about the learning-to-read process.

This landmark study, catried out by a linguist, provides conclUsive cvi-
dence of the applicability 'of current theory and methodology in developmental
psycholinguistics to reading. Here, onefinds.the destriptive orientation of the
language researcher and the prescriptivelorientation of the reading.teacher
'merged into.an enlightening discuSsion.of reading acquisition. The top informa-
tion need iri reading is:gaining an understanding of how literacy iS acquired%
(Durr and Wanat, 19731. Those most competent to gain this information are class-
room teachers working in .partaership with language specialists.

RESEARGH.STRATEGY 1: THE RI:ADING. DIARY STUDY

Questions and Procedures in Reading Diary Studies'

Following arc some general guidelines fOr a reading diary study. A major
.gpal pf such a. study is to provide detailed information on the, reading acquisition
procesSes of a small number of children,. 'The children'can be taught individually
or as a-group. Teaching approaches to consider ate the "whole word" er "language
experience," ailong.others. A "whole word" approach' as descri ed by Dothan (1963),
was employed by SOderbergh (1976) and by the Steinbergs (D: S elnberg and M.

. Steinberg, 197517171 Theri reaarrig diary studies. As the read ug-diary-study-----7---------
progresses, extendee passages and books can be read,-and-the -h-i-14P-s---comprehepsion"-
skills wheriThiorking with increasingly.--larger blocks of text c ri be studied. The-
teacher maintains detailed records of all of the words shown to the child and all.

_of the child's responses. The informationto be analyZed inc udes what the child,
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,,hes=ina&te-resi-,,-441.tithe__Child errs on, and the types of word rattack and later, of
course, sentence-attack, and paragraph-attac. stra ogle
her detailed diary study, Soderbergh (1976) identi
ses: (a) no response; (b).whole-word substitution,

fied five categories of respon-

the new word for a previously learned word; (c) ad;
in which the child mistakeS

'adds together two previously learned word-parts; ra
in which the childJunctions,

a previously learned word is.deleted to create ailillevWh=d7 parall:It of
(e) word-part substitution, :in which part of a previa l':e.;.PtIseetgill.,

stituted for a part of a new word. Changes in the
-..ously learned word is sub-

each of the.five response types over time would prov.:4A
Percenta ges of occurrence of

ments in' the child's linguistic-cognitive-perceptual.
--...ue information about develop-

out of written language. Computer.data-processing
strategies for making

can save tithe in

. scnse

Programs
---identifying-patterns of_relations tletween_the child s correct or incorrect res-

ponse to a particular stimulus, on the one hand, and the occurrence of these
'

spelling'patterns in the child's history of stimuli' and resp onses, on the other
hand..

. P
In addition to classifying ihe children's resPenses into these five categor

les, attention needs to.be paid to the types of Pere
-

u rnse as they lea to read. Questions dealing with Perceptual units include:
eptual units that children

(a) What .letter groups does the child treat as Perc
order of acquisition of these letter groups? (c) Once the child learns to use a

ePtual units? (b) What is the -

particular letter group as a unit,:does the child
'

mastery of this unit? If so, what are the related
experience any lapses in his

of the child's progression in mastering these percep
factors? ( d),What is the nature

progression over time in the size of the perceptual
(e) What is the

(f) What are the relations among letter groups that

tual units?
Y the child?

are highly similar groups more likely to be learned
are mastered at the same time-_
units used b

at the same time, or are highly
dissimilar groups more Mely to be learned at the

s ame
time? (g) Are certain

letter positions, like first letter and last letter,
, more critical cues? Does the

importance of letter position as a cue increase or decrease over time? (h) How
important a cue is, word length? Does its importance increase or decrease over

.time? (i) How many letters do the error and the sti HowMulus have in common?

--

'does this percentage-Change over time? (j) Is the n
the error the same as the order of shared letters

rder of the shared letters in_
i the stimulus? How does this

change over time? (k) Are the shared letters grouped
word, or are they.spread throughout the word? How A oes this change over time?.

together in one part of the

(1) Do different syntactic and semantic categories
r

their error rates?
How does this change over time?

differ in

Reading Diary Studies as a Prescrvice Tool

Farr (1974) had identified the development of strategies to help teachers to
become better.observers of learning processes in children as a major goal in

:teacher education. The reading diary study should be a highly effective tool for
improving the teacher':s observation skills. Its effectiVeness in this regard
should be assessed. Also, 'Venezky (1974) has pointed out that a major weakness
of teacher training programs is their failure to t7ai n teachers to folloW through
over an extended period.of time with a.complete inst ructional sequence. Existing
teacher training Programs generally neglect to provide their students with directed
experience in tailoring instruction to individual 1

earners needs. The reading
diary,study should be a 'highly effective tool for developing the teacher's follow-
through and individualizatiOn-of-instruction skillS.'

se Finally, thereading di,a
His effectiveness . in .this

xe r d should be asses d
_

.

as a preservice tool
is a learning experience' preferable.to the excessiv;ry.

study
theorizinghypothesizing,v that mayand fantasizin about readlng acquisition processes occur in preservice'

teacher education programs..
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\
Reading Diary Studies air.Lan In-Service Tool

The need for teachers to become better observers of learning processes in
--:individual children, the need for teachers to increase their ability to follow

instrutnicrl.,.(.14-uence-rfthe-freed or "rt e euonfe
better individualizers, and the need for more concretizing about reading acqui-

, sition processes can be addressed in an in-ser4Ce context as well as in a pre-
service. context. The, experienced teacher in the elassroom certainly does not'

'.haVe the time to develop detailed diary studieq af each dhild,- but she does_
haVe time to develep-studies of one, two, or three. A-S.theteatIter becomei
more experienced, more and more children can benefit from this close observation
of,learning-to-read-activities.

A critical mass of studies describing reading acqusition in typical learner
is lacking. The development of theSe descriptions is the most needed information'

- in-reading. Reading diary studies, based upon the models of the developmental
psycholinguists, are the most promising too18 for obtaining this information.

RESEARCH STRATEGY 2: RELATIONS AMONG LINGUISTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TEXTS,
READERS' COMPREHENSION, AND READERS' LINGUISTIC BACKGROUNDS

, Minority groups are disproportionately affected by reading comprehension
problems (Coleman, 1966; Miller, 1974; National Assessment of Eduaational Pre-'
gress, 1972). Individual differences in such factors as selective perception
may interact significantly with success in learning (GrimeS and Allinsmith,
1961). Current theories attempting to describe the processes of mature reading
and how reading skills are acquired; have failed to take into 'account possible .

groUp-or individual differences. in the perceptual strategies that readers use to
extract meaning from written language (Gibson, 1972, 1974; Gibson and-Levin,
1975; Levin, 1974; Miller, 1972; Neisser, I974A, 1974B; Wanat, 1971),

Sina minority groups are disproportionately affected by reading comprehen-.
Sion.problyms, the perceptual strategies (the sentence-attack and paragraph-,
attack skills) of students w4 various characteristics (e.g., bilingual vs.
bidialectal vg. school-EngE i-only speakers) should be studied to determine if
there are significant group er individual differences in.their perce7tual strat-
.egies. If sr,a differences exist, then the current-approach of researchers try-'
ing to'devel p and test theorieS, models, and descriptions based upon the notion
of an ',Iidealizedmader" is wrong. If such differences exist, then current pro-
grams of reading inStruction for bilingual and bidialectical groups, for example,
will have to be changed to be sensitive to, and build upon, the perceptual strat-
egies that these individuals bring to the learning-to-read task.

. What is needed
is a fresh approach to the analysis.of the reading problems of.low-achieving
students--an approach that studies the linkages betweenlanguage patterns4-per-

--eeptual-strategies, and reading problems--employing valid and reliable measures.
"The reader must be sele,:tive--it doesn't matter how much information enters the
'visual system, he-can gk.: only four or-five items through the processing bottle
neck into short-terth memory. Sos'in addition to being fast, he must choose the
four or five items that will best meet hiS information needs (Smith, 1971)."
Also, eye-fixation studies show that skilled readers selectively allocate their
attention to linguistkally defined areas within the text (Comunale, 1973; Wanat,
1968, 1972; 1976A, 1976B; Zargar, 1973).

Thus, fluent adult readers selectively allecate their attention to areas of
'the sentence. Smith (1971) states- that the reader must be selective in what he
attends to.' Is the ability to selectively attend to particular linguistically
defined areas withinsentences a critical factor in the development-of reading
skills? At Taesent, we do not know. Do high-achieving.readers differ from low-,
achieving.readers'in the ways they selectively attend to areas of the text? We

_do not know. Since the reader's knowledge_of_language-structure-plays a-central-
role in guiding his search of the text (Wanat, 1968, 1972, 1976A, 1976B), are
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bilingual and bidialectal children (who must deal With more than one language
system) more likely than monolinguals to have problems in selectively attending
to highly informative areas in Ce sentence? We do not know. 'Furthermore, we:
.do not know if there is significant variability within these groups due to
'fiITtdLiä1 äfieiéhs'Th iieãtUiTtri ês.

If research into reader's perceptual strategies were to show that better
readers attend to different parts of the paragraph or sentence than do poorer
readers, then further research would be indicated to determine if the perform-
ance of poOrer readers would improve by teaching poorer readers to look foi the
same kinds of information that good readers attend to. It is important to pOint
out that the training indicated here for the reader would deal with his, cogni-
tive skills, not with his oculomotor skills.. If research into readers' percep7
tual strategits were to show that there are significant group or individual
differences in perceptual strategies, further research would be indicated.to
determine, if taaching to the student's preferred perceptual strategies would
improve his reading, or if adding to the rtader's reperfory of per.7.eptual strat-
egies would_increaie his level of comprehension and his speed of comprehension.

--7-Individual Differences in Perceptual Strategies

Some years ago, in his review of eye-movement research in reading, which
encompassed 72 studies, Tinker's (1958) total di7r....ussion of individual differences
is as follows: "Individual.differences. Wide individual differences are always
found in reading. These:are readily detected in eye-movement records. Special

--emp1asi=s7i-s-ptac-al-apon these variations by Such authors as Morse (1951),'Dixon
(1951), Ballantine (1951), and Gilbert (1953)." Thus over an 11 year period,
Tinker identified.72 studies dealing with eye movements in reading, and only.
four of these studies--about six percent--emphasized individual differences.

"[T]he necessity for studying individual differences in the perceptual span"
\has been identified as a research priority (Raynor and McConkie, 1974). Also,

it has been noted that "visual processes are more active and intentional than was
long believed (Geyer and Kolers, 1974)." Yet, the question of possible group and
individual differences in the perceptual strategies that readers use to extract
meaning from wr ,er language has not been investigated, eVen though (a) lin-
guists have developed n-ocedures for analyzing the'linguistic structures that
readers have to comprehend in the course of extracting meaning from written
language, (b) psychologists have developed tools and procedures for studying
readers' perceptual strategies, and (c) educators have identified populations of
learners Who ate of makm. concern.

"[A] 'crucial role in problem-solving is played by man's short-term memory
and the'ptocesses that transfer information from.short-term to long-term memory

(Simon,1474)." _Operating within short-term memory are contrel_processes=cog:7___
nit:Lye strategies such as selection,,of information and rehearsal of .information.
under the voluntary control of the perceiver (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1971). Con- .

sequently, educational intervention strategies can be formulated to improve theSe
control processes and the ways the perceiver deploys them to extract meaning from
wfitten language.

"With increasing age, the child's perceptions are more and more dominated by
organized search patterns that are related to sustained 'plans'or ongoing behav-
ior patterns of the perceiver (Maccoby, 1969)." Coifing_ (1971), Cooper (1974),
Loftnc (1 472, 19763,-Mac.kwoEt4a+14-BTuner-e1-9.70) , NiJILTT and Starr (ID/ ) , and
Simon and Barenfeld (1469) have shown that the perceiver's eye movements reflect
his internalized cognitive structures, Maps, and strategies for processing pic-
torial information. .Young children tended to see similarities and to ignore
small differences in detail when they werG asked to decide whether two-tomplex----'--
pictures were exactly alike or different Nurpillot, 1968). The same phenomenon

---has- been-found- when children-were-asked-to -judge-whether-tlso-rds-were-ident ieal
or different (Nodine amd,Lang, 10971). However, as children mature, their eye
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movements reflect more appropriate and efficient ways of coping with the task at
-

A Neglected Areacf Research

Study of d3fferences in_perceptual strategies students.employ in compre-
hending written language is a neglected area of research. The Corder (1971)
analySis of research. The Corder (1971) analysis of research on methods of
teaching readingconcludes that: "Nost uf the research on method, for example,
has been based on the assumption that method alone makes a, majof difference in
learning to readand has ignored or left uncontrolled other significant Varia

.bles such as learner.and teacher characteristics." Grimes and Allinsmith (1961)
found that "individual differences in such factors as selective perception or
emotional needs may dispose pupils to find that one or another method of teach-ing makes learning easier, more palatable, or more satisfying. The classroom
procedure that is effective for some children' may prove to be deleterious to the
performance or.development of otherS."

The reviewscf the reading research literature emphasizing models, theories,
and descriptic.ns of the reading process and of learning-to,read contained in'
Davis (1971) identified over 100 such 'models" (Kling, 1971). Yet, these models,
almost without.exception, attempt to analyze reading in terms of some "idealized
reader"-an "idealized intonation processing system." This approach totally
ignores possibledifferences in students' background experiences (e.g., language
,background), their purposes'in reading,.and their cognitive.styles--including
their learning styles, problem-solving strategies, and strategies for selectively
attending to different dimensions of the.task at hand.

Recently, the failure of reading research to investigate possible group and
'individual differences in perceptual strategies has come under attack. Geyer andKonfs (1974) point to "the flexibility of the human being asan information
processor." Cognitive psychologists have been criticized (Neisser, 197411) for
limiting their.definition to the perceiver to just that of "an information-proces-sing 'system." Neisser (1974B) points put that the perceiver is an agent and not

."an idealized system." He maintains that cognitive psychologists should not
limit .themselves to what the perceiver knows. Rather; they must also take into

' account who the.individual perceiver is, what he wants to do, and what his,,strat-
egies are in approaching the task. "It may be more fruitful to strive for eco-
logical,validitythan for theoretical inclusiveness and to studY natural rather
than an increasingly artiLcial intelligence (Neisser, 1974A)."

Research into the readiq of bilinguals, such as that ef Kolers and
Macnamara _has dealt with adults who:5 are accomplished readers and fully fluent
speakers and readers of both languages involved'in the studies. The Kolers and ,

-Matnamara research analyses of bilinguals' reading-is-thought-provoking and
should stimulatefUrther inquiry, but it. does not deal with the bilingual children-in U.S. schools vho are experiencing diffiCUlty with reading and rho are not fullyflueRt in both languages. Also, as has'been mentioned, the Kolers and Macnamara'research dealt with adults. The research of Lambert and his colleagues in Quebec
deals with bilingual children from economic stratum different from that of the
bilingual chil2ren who are experiencing difficulty with reading in the U.S. Also,the Lambert studies do not consider the perceptual_strategies used by the childrenlo extract meaning from written language-=fffe-i-Orniy

consider overall reading
achievement as measured by commercial paper-and-pencil reading tests.

An evaluation of a set of papers developed by basic researchers in psychologyand linguistics interested in reading points out that "none of thq papers deliver-
ed here [presented in Kavanagh and Mattingly, 1972] has attemPted to consider thepessible effect of dialectal variation3 on the relation between .4Peaking and
.learning to read, or to assemble and evaluate the facts relevant to this aspect

.-of-the-problem (Miller, t972)." Also, it has been estimated-that some 95 percentof visual research has been done with adults (Haber, 1972). Thus, researchers
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concerned with .the bas.ic linguistic, cognitive, 0-ml perceptual ProcesseS
underlying reading have not focused analytical procedures and touls on

the groups 'that arc having difficulties with r(0-4in g. lan the other hand, the

-"applred'researchers-dateT5tly-tb.nceTnecrWith'VrECrelletngzrirrobtemrufeeenomtcal-11-,
disadvantaged minority group students have not liCl the .kinds of analytical.pro-
cedures nnd tools that the basic researchers horaliQi1nble, However, if line,

of-sight (eyd fixation patterning) measures oFillfofmation processing in reaAing
were used, objective data would be aVailable: fithc the reader fixated a par,

ticular area of the text orThe did not. iiither u-tegression wal made at a par-.

ticular point or it was. not. Also, the number of fxations (or regression.;) can
'be objectively and accuratelY cornted, and the a-tlration of each fixation can be
objectively and accurately measured. Research itlto readers' perceptual strate-
gies should apply the research procedures and tavls of basic roearchers to'the
student .populations of most'concern to ecLicatiAJA fesearchers and clinicians:

.Bricfly stated, a research program nced5 to be developcdte investigate
the strategies that readers use to "perceptually attack"--to use N. Mackworth's.
term--sentences, paragraphs, and larger units of tt in order tb extract mean-
ing from theM. This is the logical ,.xtension of the research knowledge.we haVe

'aubut the reader's word-attack skills. A. largo o-moont of research and instrue
tional materials development has been done on dlildfees word attack skills.
Most beginning reading programs emphasize either Ownies or the whole-word
approach, and both of these approaches use the o:yrd as the largest unit. How-,

ever, it has been'stated that ther.::are many children who can decode words,
but who arc unable to comprehend the meaning of the sentences and tcxts in
'which those.words occur (Samuels, 197.3)..

Readers' perceptual Strategies .gan.be stUdied by monitoring their eye- ;

fixation patterning as they read. What readers 600.nd do not look at, and what

causes theM cognitive difficulties--as' indicatoa by More eye fixations, or ,

longer fixations, or more regicssions--in relativtl towhat they comprehend, can
provide information about the relative effectivetscs of different perceptual

strategics.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it has been pointed out vhat.extant models, theories, and
descriptions of reading and of learnihg to-read' attoMpt to analyze reading in
terms-of some "idealized rcader".--an "idealized idermation-processing system:"
This approach ignores possible differences in stud6rits' backgrounc experiences

.
(e.g.., language backgroUnd), their purposes in reading, and their cognitive
styles--including their learning styles, probloP-solving strategic3, and strate-
gies, for selectively attending.to.different dimcrisions of the task. _It was.also

.pointed out in the preceding section that researzlie'fis de not 'kiwi,/ ir-(or how)
the perceptual strategics (thc.sentence-attack; paragra)h.-attack, etc, skills)
of high-achieving readers differ from those of ifoU-achi.eving readers. Also,

.-researchers know little about how the perceptual strategies of different
readp-s relate to their language background, Or to theit.roading Comprehension.
And researchers know little about how the percortbal sttategics of different
readers relate to the Semantic/syntactic characteTi5tics of the materials these
readers encounter. Since selective attention plaYs .an important' role in thc
extraction of meaning from written language, the preceding discussion argues
for the use of eye-fixation patterning studies Glo analyze the types ef perceptual
units that,readers use. This second research strzltegy is concerned with the . .

development of "pciceptual-attack" skills in rela.tion to 'the development of
reading comprehension skills. This second rcsorch strategy parallels Research
Strategi 1, since both arc concerned with.the dOtelopment of perceptual units.

----7The-work-af-Serbergh , Brown, -and-otherdevel-oritrea-t-al -14yehol4-ngu is t-s.

useful model's fOr those of us trying to increase ear dpklerstanding of how.read-
ing skills develop.



Communication and Cognitive Style:
A Clinical Perspective

- Rob-e-rt-Gtirdberg,_
Case Western Reserve University,

The traditional activities ef therclinical psychologist--psychological assessment
and psychotherapy--rely heavily upon language. In assessment, the adtquacy. of
performance on many types of '"intelligence" tests iS indexed by verbal behavior.
On so-called "projective" tests such as the Thematic ApPerception Test:and
Rorschach's test, the child or adult verbally conveys his perceptions; interpre-
tations, and associations while the cliniciae proceeds to make inferences about
personal concerns defenses, and cognitive operations from these messages. In
many traditional forms of psychotherapy, such as the psychoanalytic and client-
Centered modes, it iS claimed that the patterned exchange of communications iS
the vehicle for behavior change._ In this paper, some applications of psycho-
linguistics to clinical practice will bb summarized, and some issues that clini-
.cal practice raises for psycholinguistic research will be indicated.

COMMUNIGATION NNO MENNING

Communication can be defined as the proc2ss of one person getting his
meaning across to another person. For the moment, we shall Consider communica-1
tion.in a clinical situation (and perhaps in many other social situations:as;well)
to invc,,ve.three sets of factors: (a) linguistic, (b) paralinguistic, and (c)
extrinslc.

Linguistic factors are the types of variables examined in relation to
verbal behavior, shorn of extra-language features. One major set of.linguistic

-factor§ involve fdrm: The surface structure of an utterance, its underlying
deep or conceptual structure, and the rules used in relating the two. In clini-,

cal practice, one seldom attends systematically_or.quantitatively-to these-aspects
7-of language.; yet the, clinician often makes evalUations'of, and responds to, struc-

turally diverse utteranCes in equally diverse ways. For'example, a client who
speaks in complex sentences 'with many subordinate clauses and qualifiers may be
cOnsidered an "obsessive," and a particular typ.! of therapeutic intervention
woUld be aimel at this quality.

r

A. second major set of linguistic factors involve content. This encom-
passes more- than just the specific language.(e.g.,English) used_byLthe clientor

--even the sdphisticftton-Of Ersi&Ricon (although a client using very'esoteric
jargon may be viewed and treated as an "intellectualiLer"). It Tefers also tO the
classes of events that.the client verbally reports--the.topics that he diseusses.
.Many researchers have developed elaborate systems for coding the presence and
frequency of occurrence of different:types of content variables, and by far the
greatest amount of work has Involved this sort of approach rather than a focus on
the structural properties of language.

Paralinguistic variables arc those which slipplement, modify, or enrich
an uttera.ice in such a way as-to affect its meaning. Inpsychotherapy, as well
as in clinicalassesstent, tee clinician attends to ,kinesics (movement, posture,
facial expressions), tone of voice, loudness, pauses, etc., as well as to the
verbalization per so in attempting to understand thc meaning of tiSplient's
communication.- For example, in discussing an unpleasant incident .i',/hare he is
reprimanded by a superior at Work, a client may admit that he "was angry" and

._...cenvey7this....by.....Lou.dne-s-s-,--gesture-,- and- facie.1--e-xpres.sion--a-swetras 17Inguage
tent. .01n his side, the clinician monitors these paralinguistie features in his
own vefbal interventionS. PSychoanalytic work prescribes a certain detached
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interest in and concern for thaclient; the thcrapi,t therefore attempts to regu-
late the expression of strongemotiori and. inhibit pronOunced gettures when he

IU eItent.,..centrred ,Wor.k.the_thexapist_tries_to_eonvey-pa.;444iptisLie--,.---.
ally as.well as through language content, nn attitude of unconditional acceptance
and warmth.

Extrinsic factors are those which may impinge upon thaprocess of com-
.-munication but whith-remain somewhat apart from it. They include the. immediate
social situation and the sets or expectations that the client brings to it. These
may affact both linguistic .and 'paralinguistic aspects ofcomitunication. For.

iexample, a hospitalizecipsychiatric patient seen tor an nterview or testing which
he believes may influence a.deeision on his'release frequently attempts to .impress
the clinician with thasociability and rationality of his behavior and utterances.
Alternatively,. a college. student. at an 'intake interview in an overworked univer-
sit. counseling center may feel he has to present hiMself in as troubled and
npgative a fashion as possible te *convince theragcncy that he needs help; his

,utteranees may become longer and more complex. Aclient of lower socio-economic.
status nay feel he has touse big, technical words rather than colloquialisms in
talking to professionals. -A psychoanalytic patient is instructed to say what-
ever comey to mind; his utterances may be simple in structure with little logical
relationship,

Disregarding these extrinsie factors, however, the relativesignificance
of linguistic versus paralinguistic features;in therapeutic communication has been

topic of some debate. Is language content. Per se a sufficient indicator of thc
avents-of psychotherapy, or must paralinguistic aspects of cpmmunication -be con-
sidered as well? Gottsefialk, Winget,. Gleser,. and Springer (196) .state that "the
relative. mdgnitude 'Of -n af[ect can be validlY estimated from the typescript [of]
speeell:-...using.: solely cortent variables and net incuding any paralinguistic,
variables....The major part of the variance in the immediate affective state of
indiVidual can be ace .unted fjr by variations in the confent of the verbal commun-
ication." Gottschalk et al suggest. that paralinguistic phenomena only amplify
upon; or, provide ab additional and usually redundant source of information about,
verbal covtent variables. They also note that oaralinguistic variables 11,ie little
research utility'since "no on,u has yet been able to devise a reliable method to
measure affect'; n!,ing these variables."

_Other researchers, however, do not feel that attention solely to language
content is cufficient for 0...scribing comnunication in clinical situations... Haggard
and Isaacs. ,i96:-;; found that when patients sc.:red to be in conilict about an isSile,

. fleeting facial expreSsions wOuld display a'diffcrent emotior from the con-
tent of their utterar..:cs. They stnte "the patient may [facially] show a micro-
momentary btirst of -ngcr while talking about liking someone:" The expressive

---LIcsturein:theitview .:strve.s'...talattdifthe-meaning-ofthe c.5.1mUniCation
.1n a similar vein, Deutsch (1966) has,attempted to correlate verbal and

kinesic aspects of communicatilon through the use of sound filmsAaf psychotherapy.
He feels that "uncensciow; emotional needs which cannet be dis.zharged in words'
lead to...postural behavior." Deutl;ch haS prescnted some raw data on one patient
together with his cormilents upon it in an intriguing.article. .Ho descrijes how,
at one point,.the patient verbalizes that he "had.to go to somebedy for help" and
simultaneouSly stretches his hand outward. According to DeutSch, "the stretched
out hand expresses. the p!ca for hcip." In this instance, verbal and kinesic aspects
o,7' the communication coincide; but the process of analysis*can become far more
coMplex and inferential.

ThUs, th: question "Is language content a sufficient indicator of the
events of. ps.ychotaerapy?". has never satisfactorily .bzen resolved. Some-investi-
gators have been extremely pessimisti.::.about the'xelevancc of.purely linguistic

- techniques in rtaminipg zcamuniCation. Dittman and Wynne.. (1966), for
instance, co. -tide in their stutiy Jf linguistic and paralingqistic phenomena in
psychother;/.y that emotional aspects -if speech arc very different.from linguistic
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aspects and that "methods developed it traditional lingoiEtic analysis may not
ke_applicable
then attempts to study clinical interaction through linguistic yariables will
bear little fruit. /6t, this may be a too hasty and overly broad rejection of
linguistics. Fart of the problem involves two senses of the, term meaning in
clinical communication.

r:inceptoal Meaning

This sense of'clinical meaning coiresponds to deep or conteptual
structures. It involves some underlyilg kernel notion(s) which has been actuated

:through.an utterance with one or another surface structure. At one level, the'
clinician tries to understand the content of the message sent by the client.
Here, the clinician's task 'does not differ-substantially from that of anyone
trying to Conduct a rational conversation. However, 'the most crucial kinds of
communication that clinicians have to decode are. those whichjhavc an ambiguous
deep structure--those which admit two.or more conceptual underpinnings as possible
meanings. "A clinical example of this type of utterance.might be "I feel hot,"
'Many Psychoanalytically oriented clinicians would hold that no research, other
than intensive case studies, could be done on utterances of.this type since their
deep structural meanings'would vary from client to client.

Even given this potential limitation, it would be interesting to explore
under what conditions and with what Sorts of clients ambiguous utterances occur.
One hypothesis might be that clients emit them in earlier stages of psychotherapy,
when they as yet have little insight regarding the nature and sources of their
problems and feelings and posSibly less experienee in differentiating among
feeling states, Another hypothesis might be that ambiguous' utterances tend to
occur at any point in treatment when the client begins to grapple with new,
hitherto unexplored issues. -It might also be that clients with particular types
of.defenses or dynamic patterns tend to use ambiguous utterances, e.g., obsessives
who, are prone to grave doubt.

One major area Where linguistizs and clinical communication seem naturally
to dovetail is in the interaCtion patterns.of the families of ,chizophrenics. A
well known approach to theL,,e patternS has been the "double bind" concept of
Bateson, Jackson, Haley, and Weakland (1956), further elaborated by Weakland
(1960). The "double bind" refcrs in part to an interpersonal situation uhere
one or more persons r.usually camily members) aim two mutuallyexclusive orders of .

a message at a target person fthe schizophricl, either throUgh an utterance with
conflictg meaning., or through one utter:it,. with an ambiguous. deep structure.

40ther-reqUirements.e the-Jitur,tion are that the receiver cannot comment on the
ambiguity or leave the .field and that the ree:ver's relationship to the sender(s).
is.a "vitally kmportant" one,)

Most of the "double bind" hypotheses have,been inferred from clinical obser
vaUon and little quantitative research has been performed. Two.researchable,
que:,tions would appear to ue: Do family members aim mesSages at-the schizophrenic
which.Lave conflicting linguistic and parlinguistic meanings? If so, in what
situttions and with what frequency?

Another.research issue from the point of view of linguistics concerns the
translation of conceptUal meaning. into surface structure. It might be that under
certain kinds of conditions, different types Of clients would tend to express
the same deep structure meanings through different surface structures., For
,example, under conditions of anxiety arousal, an obsessive client might resert to,
complex, hierarchically organized sentences in the passive voice while a hYster-
ical clients utterances might become simpler nnd shorter-Talthough both might be
7a-ftenting.to express the same underlying meaning.

Also, it might well be that patients' reactions in psychotherapy vary not
just according:to the type and degree of content communicated to them but also
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according to the form of the communication itself. Then; one might expect cer-

3'. tain typeS:e. .patiolts to U more rol4p nsiNe underlying- eonceptual,--,

structure.according.to how it is realized in the surface structure of the ther-

apist's speech. his is a very real problem in the practice of psychotherapy:
How does one phrase a message to have . maximal impact upon the client? A psycilo-

linguistic approach to this problem would have merit.

Symbolic Meaning

Psychoanalytically oriented clinicianS hold that 'tlierc is another type of

meaning in verbalizations that goes boYond conceptual Meaning. In symb,Aic

meaning, certain items in the patfent'S'lexicon have,additional personal mean-

ings, such meanings are idiosyncratic.and go heyondthop.which can bc.readily

shared in the language of the patient's subculture.. They are unique and not

found in. dictionaries. The most famous exaMpIeS of utterances.with presumably
symbolic-meaning are verbal reports of dreams such as Freud collccted

many case studies. Verbalized elements of dreams, according to Freud, stood for

other meanings tbrough some mechanism of assoCiative:similarity-Lsimilarity in

appearance, function, physical location, etc. It 'is important to note that

normally one can easily describe a verbal account of a dream in linguistic terms

of surface anddeep structure. Impossible dream events can be linguistiCally

described in a very complete way, e.g., "I dreamt about a monster riding a mush-

room:With wheels." Yet a psychoanalytically oriented clinician would go beyond
even.the ambiguous deep structure of this comMunication ("The monster has-wheels .

and:is riding around on the mushroom"-or "The monster is riding on a wheeled

mushroom."). to some preSumed symboliC meaning. Another extreme instance of

symbolic meaning occurs in 'the private languages sometimes developed by psychotic

individuals. As with the dream, while the structure of the personaTl'language
could be adequately described in linguistic terms-,..the symbolic meaning might.not.

..It seems likely, then, that some varieties of linguistic research would

have little :to offer for clinical-research on symbolic meaning. Even if one were'

to establish:rell-dEFC: TilidionieboW !T/7111-01'-asymbolio: meanings for a person's com-

m6. ication in a,elinical situation, apart from the .outright claims of psychoana-

lYtic therapists., the linguistic task would merely oonsit of compiling a lexicon

of personal meanings for each patient, a tediow; reseirch'enterprisemith probably

limited generalizability. Linguistic research on conceptual meaning and forms of

communication, as indicated above, would probably yield vastly more profit:

A8SESSMENT. AND INDIVIDUAL STYLES

Aogical assessment is the description and evaluation .of;individuals

aid, as II., cated earlier, in large measure traditionally.invOlves Verbal behav-

ior. On most widely used intelligence tests, the child,or adult responds verbal-

ly '1) over one-half of the items and most of the time must comprehend verbal

instiactions. Responses.to Thematic Apperce,Aion.Testcards, sentence completion
blanks, Lae Minnesota Muliphasic Personality Inventory,-and Rorschach inkblots

heavily-involve language
In ,2go psyk..hological assessment, the diagnotician goe beyond the compilation

of test scores and aims at portraying the internal structure of a person's cogni-

tiVe operations and motives and assumes that how they combine i, unique for each

persc .

Furthermore, although one tries to suppress it at times, there tends to

be gg rc of nn emphasis on deviation, usually in the sense of "deficit" or

ty." Modal cognitive orTersenality characteristics often receI

little t'Aent or arc treated as if they hold little intereSt or.importance.
c)ntrast, psyc:ioljnguistic research tends mere typically to be concerned

with commonalities amorw, all individuals at a certain age- 'than with uniqueness.

For exampl, recent summaries of language acquisition (Brown, 1973; McNeill., 1970;
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Menkik, 1971) discuss at length the universals in the developmental:sequence of

uniqueness.

Both clinical assetsMent and psycholinguistic research seem to come together,
,however, in studies of special subgroups of individuals. For'example, Menyuk
(1971) cited her own 1904 stndy of children diagnosed as using "infantile speech"
where physiological causes had been ruled r:.t. She noted that childreh using so
called infantile speech produced structures hot identical with normal speech in
earlier developmental perio(!s: "They had developed a grammar that was more
sophisticated in terms.of some structures and different in terms of others;."
Furthermore, she found that "normal speaking children have the capacity to store
fully or at least partially anal.ize a sentence...children using disordered
language are incapable ofthis task.unless. the utterance is short enough and/or
simple enough."

From the clinical viewpoint, many language studies have been performed with
different diagnostie groups or syndromes. Vetter (1969)has summarized a large
amount of this literature. Some ofthe language characterittics of schizophren-
ics (apart from content) that Vetter mentions are the following: "(1) the
schizophrenic is less precise in his understanding of...meaning...(2) [He] is
less able to usa.his words as, conceptual.instruments.(3) [His] ability.to inte-
grate words into meaningful cowmunications appcart impaired, though he may
'define' the same words in the same way that the control subject 'does."' Thut, .

one integration of clinixal and linguistic viewpoints has been through the deterip-.
tion of language behavior of contrasting diagnostic categories or groups. A
related approach to assessment has been the psychoanalytic empirical research on
cognitive..controls and styles. The implications involve both language structure
and language acquisition.

Cognitive Style

Psychologists and educators who are "score-oriented" tend to think of
psychological tests primarily in terms of content. 'That is, a testindexes a:,
certain perctntile or level of "intelligenct" or a certain quantity of knowledge.
In contrast, "ego psychological astessment" is concerned with the thought processes
that a person displays in responding to tests;that.is; the manner in which the
person arriVes at a correct (or incorrect) answer to, say, an intelligence test
item becomes as important as the fact that the.answer is right or wrong. A
Wechsler Intelligenre Scalc.r,r Children Comprehension subtest item.is "Why
should we keep away from bad company?" Tt:o possible answers might be .(a) "Because

--:L.they-get-yOu-inte-troUble," or (b). "Well, IIm not_sUre.Pople-don't,
at least, agree on what 'bad compahy' is; therf:fore it depends on,the meaning for'

.

a particular.persen. I guess most people, who are xonformists, might say so called
'bad company' vight influence or coerce an individual into unlawful, Possibly im-

ver4--w-ou4-4 WISC .:-Gorri4ig Manual;
however answer (a) is direct,'almost antematic and association-like, and efficient,
while answer (b) displays greater awareness of alternatives as well as qualifica-
tion and, in a real sense; relative inefficiency of verbally producing a "correct"
anSWer. In ego psychological assessment:, item-by-item analysis of the test per-
formance, including language, and overall patterns of subtest scores, give the
clinician a picture of the strengths, weakneSses, and the stylistic qualities of

.

ego functions such as memory, evalUation., concept formation, attention and con-
centration, anticipation and planning, and delay and control'of action and speech,

Cognitive controls are broad strategies of perceptUal and cognitive adaptation.
The specific controls:which have been explored include (a) constriction-flexibility
(the capacity.to ignore irrelevant cues); (b) leveling-sharpening (the 'degree to'
which successive experiences blend into each.other or remain discrete); (c) toler-

.,ance for unrealistic experiences (i.e. eXperiuxes contrary to knowledge of the
actual situation); (J) scanning (the extent to which attention is systematically

0
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deployed to many aspects ef a situation); (c) equivalence range (the preadth and

num on1;_and...(f) field articulation Nssen-

'tially ideotical to Witkin's [1965] field dePendenCe/EdeireiianaFdinih-Sib-nr:
Cognitive stgles are.thought-to represent relatively unique combinations of
Specific controls. Cognitive controls have been related tolnore specific intel.-
lectual abilities (Gardner, Jackson, and,Messick, 1960) and studied longitudin-
ally (Gardner and Moriarity, 1968).

One conceptual framework for both cognitive controls and language behavior
is the Psychoanalytic theory of thinking (Rapaport, 1967A, 1967B, 1967C). Since
there is inevitably some delay in satisfying the infant's drives, the theory
holds that the infant resorts to "hallucinating" to obtain'An illusory, bfit
partially gratifying, experience. It is as if the infant "fools himself" that.

.
his tensions have been reduced. ,One need not think of "hallucinatory" experi-
ence as necessarily visual or clear, but as a vague sense of well being. .Grad-

ually, through maturation and experience, the infant begins to develop notions
of how means-end relationships actually work in reality (spatial, temporal, cor-
relational, etC.) (Rapaport, 1967A).

Rapaport (1967B) suggests that there are aspects of the capacity to aCcioire.
and use language which all individuals (at least within a subculture) share, yet,
clinical observation as well as cognitive control research iuggest that individ-
uals with presumably different styles tend to process and use language in
characteristically different ways. If he is accurate in his assertion that al-
most all individuals attain the capacity in adulthood to produce most of the
basic forms in the subculture's language, then differences in characteristic ver=
.bal expression may 3n part result from, or at least be associated with, differ-
ences in cognitive styles.. That is, certain cognitive controls or stylistic
patterns may be associated with an indiVidual's tendency to employ certain types .

of rules and, consequently, certain types of surface structures." Exploring these
processes and relationships in detail then, would seem to be an important psycho-
linguistic task which would haVe clear clinicalrelevance.

There have, howeVer, been some research attempts to relate nognitive con-
rols specifically to reading processes if not to other Aspects of language.
Santostefano, Rutledge; and-Randall (1965) studied scanning, contstriction/
flexibility; and leveling/sharpening in groups of eight- to twelve-year-olds'with
either a current reading-disability (average of 1.5 years behind on the Botel,
Reading Inventory) or no disability. While 'no differences were found between
groups for two of the cognitive controls, poor readers tended to be significantly
more toward.the.constricted end of the constriction-flexibility continuum. The

authors concluded that "one cognitive mechanism crucial for reading is concerned
with-processing-information in the ,..ontext of distractions and with an individ-
ualls ability to.withhold attention selectively from.irrelevant and intrusiVe
information" (sec also Gibson and Levin, 1975; Ross, 1975). Pour readers

lacked this capacity for flexibility.
Invc1;t4ating the-ic1ptionship'nf field dependence/independence_to_reading

comprehension (on the Sangren-Woody Reading Test), Cohn (1968) found diat field
independence in sixth graders corr(dated significantly with four (out of eight)
apsects of comprehensidn, thbse aspects which Cohn interpreted as involving the
ability to articulate and activ,:ly restructure material. Other aspects of compre-
liensions which Cohn felt heavily involved experience or reliance on aathority,
failed to correlate with field independence.

Some other variables of individual style, besides these psychoanalytically .

based cognitive controls, have been investigated in relatiln to reading. For

example, Kagan (1971) has explored the role of evaluation in problem Solving
along a dimension of "reflection-impu1sivity",-"the degree to which the.subject ,

reflects on the validity of his solution hypotheses in problems that contain
response uncertainty." Reflective children presumably fear making errors more
than do impulsive children who have little anxiety over giving a quick answer,

.regardless of its.accuracy. Kagan (1965) has related this dimension to reading
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ability. He asked first graders to choose one of five printed words that
matched a word the experimentei'. was speaking. Reflective children'took more

r-A-t.- made .f ewer error 'in- tompail'%-tW'Rith
this was a factor, even With "verbal ability" controlled (Kagan, 1971). A
year later, the same reflective children made fewer errors than the impulsive
children in reading aloud. Kagan notes that many of the impulsive children's

..eirors were characterized by mireading of closefy-similar words, such as truck
.for trunk.

Another aspect of individual style which has been explored is that ef.
categorization preferences (Kagan, Moss, and Sige10.963): For example, children
using "analytic" concepts tend to categorize' a collection of elements.on the
basis of a subpart that the elements have in common. In relation to reading,..
Serafica and Sigel (1970) found that 'boys with reading Zisabilities tended not,
to use an "analytic",approach' to reading.

A more recent and elaborate study (Davey, 1971) has examined the relatior
ship of an "analytic" or "nonanalytic" style to reading errors in achieving and
"underachieving reacers. Davey took groupS of:achieving and underachieving fourth
grade boys and cross-classified them into "analytic" and "nonanalytic"-subgroups
onthe basis of the Sigel Conceptual Styles test: All subjects weie then given'
'an oral reading inventory and errors counted and coded:, Among achievers, reading
errors that were made preduced little change in the meaning of sentences; however
analytic achievers were less likely to tale pundtuation errors than nonanalytic
achievers,.perhaps suggesting that they do focus on small details and subparts'of
a sentence. Among underachievers, errors that were made tended toresult in
change of meaning. But it was found that analytic underachievers depended unsuc-
cessfully on ,.11a.11 graphic.cues (perhaps giving these fragmentsof information too
much weight and thus "missing the point"). Nonadalytic underachievers tended to
overuse contextual cues, and misunderstood in this fashkon.

Kagan has'suggested that "analytic condepts increase ivith age in part
because older children often pause and reflect longer (Mussen, Conger,, and Kagan,
1969)," as well as becauseef Categorilation preference% . There may be some com-
'plicated interrelationship of analytic and reflective styles uch that their co-
occurrence facilitates the acquisition-of reading skills at 'a stage where reading
heavi,ly rtlies upon perceptual discrimination.- ,In relation to this type of-
aPproach, Athey (1970, 1976) has concluded that the parameter of cognitive style
might. prove tobe among the more important variables of the working system ror
reading.

SUMMARY,AND. CONCLUSIONS

Language behavior has special relevance IfOr tht workef the psychOtherapist
and psychodiagnostician This paper has attemptedto explore relationships
between research.on language, and,clinical practice and, 'research, in two major
areas: (a) problems of communication andimeaning (particularly in psychotherapy)
And (b.) issues in the asSessment of individual-Styles. In both areaS, relevant
literature was reviewed and sliggestions for futther research were made. With
regard to communication'and Meaning, it was concluded that a psycholinguistic
approach would'have an important contribution to make to the events of psycho-
therapy concerned with the conceptual meaning of verbalizations, but'less rele-
vance to problems of symbolic meaning. With regard tO assessment, it was indi-
cated that Cegnitive style would be an important concept.common both to the work
of.clinical evaluation and to the study of language behavior.



The Role of Intention in
,,____Reading and Thinking

Stauffer,
Uniyersity of Delaware

Humans possess a natural propensity to inquire, and early in life thezole of
intentional action and the consequences of that action begin to shape a person!s
intellective structures.' Students can and should be taught to perform as criti-
cal Iind cteative.persons "...possessing a solid cognitive bedrock, something
flexible and plastic and-yet consis:tent and enduring...(Flavell, 1963)." If it

is accepted that critical, creative, and versatile reading is a process akin

/1)

to thinking, then instruction,that will best achieve such.goals is needed. The

implications and relevance for education in genera and-reading instruction in

particular.;, are.considerable.
EffeCtive instruction must require Studenrto pin down their own problems and

raise'their_own_questions, tojocie materials,..to find anSwers, and-to-weigh.
evidence and determine its yalue. So, as children mature they,will achieve a
:clearer grasp of,.yeading dynamics, and be versatile, critical, and creative think- .

,;ers. All this is accentuated by the fact that as Sigel and Hooper (1968) say,
."people display...special manifestations of a general huMan need toconstruct

,..,.iiniar4ants from diverse psychOlogical inputs."
.... ,

.PUPIL AND TEACHER QUESTIONS

It is signifiCant,t6'note that a basic.element in strategies for learning is

-intention. Similarly it is the 'purpose of a reader that determine, -'t only his

rate ofreading but also the nature and depth of his achievement.
reading-thinking process must begin in thdreader's mind. must raise

the'questiOns or,if he le_cepts questions someone else raises, then.he must make
the questiOns hiS own ty speculating about likely answers.. The responsibility and
the tyranny of:ta tight answer!! belongs to.the reader.

Straiegiesof thinking must be le:Irned and therefore must be taught. This is

done in"what Piaget (DUckworth, 1964) calls pr,:yoked learning situations--situa-
tiong. imPosed by a teaCher .(or someone-, with respect to some didactic point .and
limited tO.a single:prehlenfor.a Single A-ructure. The acquisition of strategies
for effective reading-thinking depends very much on the teacher and the'teaching
'ttehniqUes'-used.- -The teacher. must be dedicated to 'the proposition that reading
i% -an intellectuatprocess requiring the ability to make aecisiOns ancl,deal

with alternatives. What is done to.promote critical reading, regardless of
level,-A.s what makes the difference Said differently, children can be trained

to be thinking readers at any level.
Ennis (1962A, 1962B) has said that critical reading is the use of critiCal

thinking in the act of reading. Russell (1961) maintained a similar position and
(efined critical thinking as a three-factor abilityT He included an attitudinal
faCtor of'questioning and 5uspending judgment, a functional factor of logical
inquiry and problem SOlving, -and aAudgmental factor in terms of some norm or

, consensus.
A-signi.eiCant study by Taba, Levine, and Elzey (1964) was-concerned with

teaching strategies and thought processes. _Her multidimensional analysis of
classroom transactions in terms of measurable changesidlcvels of thinking had
several advantages. Results showed that children can learn to make inferenceS,
to generalize, and to make logioal assuMptions- if they-receive systematic instruc,,..
tion. The enormous influence of teacher behavior on the thinking of students was
most impressive.
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A comprehensive study done at Ohio State'University (Wolfe, Huck, and -

King, 1967) attempted to determine whether or not children in the elementary
grades could be taught to read critically. Bloom's (1956) approach ways of
15-Yd'efifirknoinedte-tilfIiitnted'the-develapinent-of:a-olassificatiOn-sy'stom,Sor..
'teachers' verbal behavior, and Guilford's (1965)structure of the intelle't
proved' ttiefUl 4141 determining the separate types of pupils' thinking. Resu ts
--indicated that:teaching critical reading is feasible to children of both se es,
and that achievement is influenced by Intelligence, general reading ability;\and
persOnality. -A.1..po that fraching skill--especially the ability to ask questions
and interpret pupil responses--was a key factor (Wolfe, Huck, and King:1967).
In this:latter respect It is interesting to note that Gallagher (1964)
showed how the questions a teacher asked determined the kind of thinking the
student did.

Suchman (1960, 1961) has been experimenting with the teaching.of strategies
and tactics of scientific inquirY to children and has devised a method known as
inquirY training. . He states that:Anquiry is "the pursuit meaning" and his
major emphasis appears to be on the means by which knowledge is acquired. The
function of "directed thinking" may be defined as "to convey to us the solution
of problems." In 'so doing directed thinking involves both epistemic behavior
auU symbolic behavior. Such thinking is launched by a "felt difficulty," a

---Problem;-a-question, a'conflict, uncertainty or disequilibrium and is, in turn,
.

motivated thereby. The native propensity of the mind to ask "why" from'age
three on and its compelling force are stillfar.from understood psychologically
or physiologically, but there seems to be little doubt about the potency of the
desire for equilibrium in the function of learning and thinking and tht:ir respon-
sibility for adaptime change.

REGARD FOR THE ROLE OF INQUIRY

Jacques Monod (1971), Nobel prize winner and director of the Pasteur Insti-
tute in Paris, in his profound book Chance and Necessity advanced the baSic.
premise of the scientific method by saying that nature is objective while man as
an intelligent human being is projective. Thus by. reference to man's,own
activity--conscious and projective, intentional and purpdsive--the artifacts,he
makes are products of a conscious purposefulness as opposed To the products of
nature which are neither planned nor purposive. Every artifact.tword,or thing)
is a man-made product endowed with a purpose or projectresulting- from the appli-
cation of forces exterior to ffe-object ifself. A hammer or the'word hammer iS
man-made and attests to a conscious and rational intention. The object hammer
or the word hammer as either an artifact or a construct for an,artifact, has
about it the structure and connectivity of knowledge and can, -sato cppok, cause
One to -SPIn 'ahead of haMMer-te-predict how-it will or might-be used. These are
ways one may predict, interpolate, and extrapolate. Without such artifacts,
knowledge would not be what it is.

Implicit in allthis is the concept "of intention, with self-imposed direction.
Action and purpose represent the core idea and impose a selectivity, a biasing
effect on our knowing Jnd on our uses of knowledge. Intention in: thinking,
like purpose in reading, is crucial to comprehension.,or functional understanding.
Thus it is tia!ly to do as Bruner and Piagerhave done-to turn back td when the
child first learns the rudiments of achieving his intentions and reaching his
goals. "Enroute he acqui-res and stores information relevant to his purposes. In
time there is a puzzling process by which suchypurposefully organized knowledge
is converted into a more generalized form so that it can.,be used for many ends.
It then becomes 'knowledge' in the most general sense--tranScending functional
fixedness and egocentric limitations (Bruner, 1971)."-

_In brief, the tools provided by a culture as well.as man's insatiable urge
to see Cause and_effect, to note means-endS relationships, -are predicated,on
intention and directiori... The object hammer expreSses purpose which it exhibits--
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in its structure, and man's urge to use it can provide many creative examples of
'functional adaptationto beat., to throw, to prop op, to decorate. Similarly,
the word hammer has both semantic and syntactic variability that the richness of
language can represent--the hammer, to hammer, hammer down, hammer home.

-Edmund -Burke Huey said that when reading was. dope for _the atta inment of the
7.17.

reader's purposes, it became excellent practice in the higher thengheröceses. "-
The feeling for values and the choosing of the relevant xequires, he said, a

---nerrtai-a-i-sc-irl-ine7that--i-&-w-,-,.galdeaLpractic.c_in the training_ of judgment (Huey,
1908)." He went on to say that "real rea4ng" whereby the reader actively and
sympathetically follews the ins and outs of an author's intentions, his fidelity
to truth, his accuracy.and method, "...cannot but train thenind to modes of
fundtioning that are similar ro his (lhiey, 1908)."

Ifit is accepted that reading is a process, a way of thinking, then the
interpretations provided by Arthur Gates add am astute dimension. "Reading is...
essentially a 0oughtful process...a complex organization of patterns of higher
mental processes...and should embrace dll types of thinking (Gates, 19491," If
one adds the perspectives of the semanticists,.we note that to read one must not
only be concerned With scientific objectivity (systematic obServation, .tested
assumptions, evaluated experiences) but also with the adjustment or emotional
balance of people. For as C.K. Ogden and I.A: Richards (1946) say, "...Aler-
standing the process of interpretation is the beginning of wisdom."

In brief, then, it appears that reading is a mental process akin to thinking.
OT to state it differently, critical reading is akin to reflective orproductive
thinking. One must also allow for the fact that reading can be done for vague,
unclear affective reasons and/or for unregulated thinking. Thus, reading can be
done at various degrees of sophistication both for entertainment and learning.
Likewise, thinking can be either regulated or largely unregulated. When-reading
to learn is required, the reading-thinking process must be productive. When read-
ing for entertainment, the reading-thinking process can be largely unregulated,
varying with the amuunt of involvement desired.

I have defined critical reading as a means of judgments based op values and
a choice of the relevant. To make decisions and deal with alternatiVes requires
mental discipline. In essence the dimensions of critical, creative, and yersatile
reading are: Ability to actualize concepts and intentions; ability to sift inform-
ation.and determine its relevancy to one's anticipations as well as tO actively
follow an author's intentions and fidelity; ability to deal with constraints and
invariants in terms of goals being sought; ability to maintain in dyndnic equilib-
rium the personal components of convictions and inclinatiOns; ability to accept
responsibilities involving choice and volition among different options and exer-
cised on the basis of consequences; and ability to internalize the knowledge .

gained and use it in other situations.
Psychologists similarly place a high premium on.the role of "intention" in.

thinking. Vinacke (1952) says that thinking as.behaviot always occurs in response
to some stimulus. If no particular response is required the thinking may be more
imagination than reason, but if a particular response is possible and is requireC
the thinking requires more reasoning than imagination. Hence the selective
factors that channel thinking are crucial.

Wertheimer (1959) said that to get to the core of the problem, the magic-
key, thinking, is concerned with.ends and "...in real thinking the functional
meaning of an item...that meaning which changes as thinking advances is of utmost
importance." Thus productive thinking is conceived to be a dynamic, fluid procesS
Concerned with ends (Stauffer, 1969).

John Dewey (1933) considered only reflective thinking because it eMancipates
us from merely impulsive routine activity. Thinking -enables us to direct, act,:-
know, to "...act in a deliberate and intentional fashion (Dewey, 1933)." His
first step in how we think was a "felt difficulty" or as he said later, "1. sug-
.gestions_in which_the_nind_leapsforward to a possiblution" and '2. an
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intellectualization uf the difficulty...into a problem to be solved." David
Russell (1956) !eaning heavily on Dewey listed as his second step, "the orienta-
tion or izdtin! O.Lc.A.iun of the thinking is established."

I. seP-2s a ready conclusion that among varied scholars, the role of inten-
tion direction or inquiry is of first .order imporcance in thinking. It per-
mits one to d:,:ct.his activities with foresight and plan according to ends in
'mind or objectilies of which one is aware.

MANIFESTKIONS OF INTENTION AND GOAL SEEKING

Otservations of infants in the sensori-motor phasc of life provide informa-
tion about how children first acquire ability to achieve intentions and reach
goals andfor use knowledge as a guide to purposeful action. A month-old baby
(Bruner, 1971) may stop sucking the nipple of a bottle when a moving object
,zatches his eye and_produces ocular_convergence. .Later,-a first form of behavior-_ _

'al- integration occurs as a new principle between.sucking and looking develops and
zuppression is replaced by a system regulated by orderly succession. At four
'months of age an infant is likely to develop a "place-holding" activity as he
.mouths a nipple rhythmically but does not suck while watching a lively visual
stimulus, Thus the rudiments of dealing with a range of options and part-whole,
relationships is being pieced together. In brief, this suggests that a plan
exists- "in the mind" of the person acting and influences the sequence of events.
Thus, early in life the role of intentional action along with the consequences of
that action begin to shape a person's competence to comprehend or benefit from
Anowledge and be.stgula'ted...thc.r.64

Wallach (1963) in discussing meansrends h-havior says "it is no accident
that the use of'mean:- to secure goals become, observable at approximately eight-
months, for it is arouna this time that the child becomes adept% categorizing

'.both familiar and. new objects in terms of their response-defined uses...prior to
, this age-any.assouiative linkage between a response and some environmental effect

is sufficient to lead the child to repeat the response in the apparent expectation
of repeating the effect, regardless'of consideration of spatial proximity."

By the end of the sensori-moto
'cal aims, albeit limited to the tim
ceptual present. Object permanency
.of continuity" in things becomes a
lafiguage but clearly reflecting the
deedS. Thought rooted in action is

period a child is able to attain his practi-
and space restrictions of the immediate per-
(invariance) or the recognition of "kinship
eneral acquisition prior to the use of
role of experience in his problem-solving
directed by the infant.toward "....success in

his. manipulations (from the cogniti e point of view) and toward personal satis-
faction -(from the affective point o view) (Sinclair-DeZwart, 1969)."

_ _

--:----7---In-ttme-the-thild-deVbiepS-McidelS of representation as well as language.
SYmbolS to express his understanding of coordinated action-schemes. A child

..,,pushing a small shell along the'edg of a box saying "meoW" is using both the shell
: and the "meow" as,signifiers. The. ormer signifies by resemblance and the latter

imitation. Now the stream of ac ion and the stream of language begin to con-
..Verge and in effect each person dev lops a theory of language consisting of an
' Infinite number of phonetic-semanti percepts or of sound-meaning correlations.

this the clCld does withuut explicit instruction and without being exposed to
uniform "course Of experience (Ch msky; 1971)." Linguistic evidence indicate§

that this generic tendency for lang age acquisition is an active Process. Acquir-
.ing the complex web of the syntax o language reflects the:categorizing tendency

='of theliuman mind. It also reflect the means a culture provides.
Deatelopment.from approximately the third to the eleventh year (Wallach,
shows.conservation of properties across irrelevant changes: amount; weight,

, yolume,Thorizontality, length, arc , number,--and duration whereby the underlying
'cogniiive achievements reflect an a ility to_hypothesize and make decisions. A
*critical variable overcome during t is time is do:;,...ance of momentary perceptual

6 9
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impressions. As the child matures and organizes objects into hierarchies of
classes, or sorts them in terms of increasing value's of some attribute, perform-
ance seems attributable to an increased ability to consider hypothetical possi-

bilities and to their systematic analysis by testing. His thinking begins with

an'attempt to forAdIatt-pe3S1516 solutions to a probleM and"then determine which

one is correct.
' White (1963), in his discussion on probability learning, notes an increas-
ing persistency ta find a pattern and.orjer that may result in a winning strategy.
He also speaks about individual differences in cbgnitve styles. "At root, they

appear to be differences in impulsiveness; attentiveness, and the abilitY to focus

closely bn the environment."
In hisAnsightful paper reviewing Piagetian theories, Kohlberg (1968) ex-

plains hew the theory is based on the premise that -cognitive and affective struc-.

tures emerge from and are fostered by the interaction: between a child and his

envirbnment.. -The implication is tha-t OptiMardeveropmerc requires-optimal
,ance betWeen.behavior structures and psychological environmental structures. Then

he.adds that, "from birth, there are inherent motives for cognitive activities,
but these motives, too, undergo structural change in development."

In a discussion of the relation of the structdre of an experience of a child

with a behavior structure Kohlberg (1966) says, "Plaget (1964) has termed such an

analysis an 'equilibration' rather than a 'learning analysis'...such analyses,
focus upon discrepancies between the child's action system or expectancies and

the experienced event."
rbsses individual differences in-cognitive dcvel

opment and makes a special point of the fact that a child!s focus indicates a dif-

ferent structure or organization than the adult's rather than aless complete one.
Similarly, Beswick's "Cognitive Theory of Individual. Differences in Curiosity,"
(1971) stresses individual differences: "Individual differences in curiosity are

'seen to be a function of both category system characteristics and differences in
the coding operation.. The relevant differences in the 'coding operation are those
which arise when there is some difficulty of coding...the coding will involve a
corresponding degree of one or both of two proeesses of modification: assi;.:1-

ation and accommodation (Beswick, 1971)." A category system represents previous
learning with'conceptual conflict a necessary part of a coding operation. A

curious person is'one who develops strategies for dealing with uncertainties which

are associated with "an ambivalent expectation of excitement." The higher the

Curiosity, the greater the tendency toward perceiving the environment so as to
increase the probability of coding difficulty. Thus,,'"the strategy can be viewed

as instrumental'or purposive." In summary, P.:swick says, "the empirical findings

are generally in-support-of a theory of curiosity as a preferred cognitive

strategy consisting of an acquired predisposition to increase, prolong, and

resolve conceptual conflicts."
Berlyne (1965) holds that curiosity is explained with reference to conflict

which is a product of unCertainty and the strength of competing tesponses. "When

directed thinking is used effectively for the relief of conceptual conflict, it ,

seeks information without bias." New material should te presented in such a. way

that "...it challenges the child's existing beliefs and expectations ana makes

him sensible of the gaps and inadequacies in his'present knoWledge structures."
In concept attainment, the formulation and testing of hypotheses are crucial

(Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956; Klausmeier and,Harris, 1968; Klausmeier,
Harris, an(' Wiersmal 1964). In the experiments described in the 1968 report, it

was eviden- t past...experience of a subject influenced hypothesizing strongly:-

It was al:. dent that .hypothesizing is done in a systematic, predictable

manner in ;, tempt by the subject to detefne a correct cue for responding.
As Miller et al said earlier, after a subject receives instructions he develops a

vague plan, and then his intention to complete the plan keeps him at-a-task until

a correct hypotheSis is offered (Miller, Galanter, and Pribram, 1960).

7 0
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n-brief, then, while.thislitcyature search is.by no means thorough, it
doe's provic.'e insight into early manifestations of intentions and subsequent
development. Plans or intentions o- strategics seem to exist. "in the mind" of

.

persons-aZting and th(!), arc influci crocctations and associatea uncertain-
ties along with the ccnsequences of an action. Gradually, motives undergo changes
in developmcmt from the scnsori-motor period ciF aim attainment golerned by the
perceptual p;.'est, to thc pre-opemtionl and operational stage wit'i thought
arid intenti.in rJeted in reflection ahu an increased ability to cons,der hypothet-
ical possibilities.

1



Efficiency in Beginning Reeding:
Possible Effects on Later Comprehension
Kenneth J. Smith,

University of Arizor:-._.

No controversy in the field of reading is as perVuive 5uf.-rounding the.

problem of the most efficient methods for :eachiag 6ccoding. e the dis-
cussion has centered 'aTound the relative merits of 'Iook.say" and phonics. The

arguments -contern'which -of these methods should ThOsC, or at-kelr.t-which-'-- -

shall receive the greater Piphusis Perhaps the a.T.Iswer5 arc wrong 1:cause the

original queTtion was inap, :opriate.
As a historical matte , we haVe proceeded golnoTte choice of skilem-

phasis .o anr.ther, proceecing successively in thiz; CvntOry from a phonic

approach tp look-say-approach to a fairly.recOt use of context clues. It

has. been ?ecognized in lecent years that dependoce upon any-one single stra,egy
for decoding may be Inadequate. In some classe.s, Kllildren, are taught Mere than

,ine decoding strategy. 'If one strategy does not Amk, the child is told, try

another decodingstrategy. This practice.of prdicling a Choice.of.strategies
is certainly superior to giving a child only a Olglo strategy, but has a
serious flah, which will be explained later.

LIMITATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL STRATEC1-S

Phonics as a single procedure has.some well.lomiwn problems. First, the..

EnFli!..h orthographic system in many Cases gives $ relativelyminimal'indi-
cation of thr. ;ronui.,iation of a giVen word. Probably all sPellings can be

termed s "regu!ai" if One investigates their sulliture and derivation suf-

fiC.ently, but a f:irst grader cannot, of course,be expected to have all of
'this knowledge. A second problem is that there'iltv numerous homographs in the
English writing system.. Phonics gives.no clue i to whether a ball is an

objct to be used =n playing a game or.whether 4 is a dance

The meanings of words can be identified with procis.ion-mly in the con-
texts in which they occur. Thus, context-ks an-44zential clue to precise de-
coding. _However, it still 'is true that b1a'41s dI1J,AALte-er_yes_and_na:can_ _
serve interchangeabhe semantic and syntactic firttiains, With-context alone
giving the reader no indication of which is thecet/Tect'choice.

Oependence upon a. lOok-say or configuratiolvicluos approach entails the
memorizationof words through repetition. The poptlom for initial reading
is Oat this gives no help in the decoding of uiPtiqwin words.

Finally, there are those practices which arc pparc1t1i helpful,in bcgin-

ning reading, but which Tp4y actually hinder matiim reading. Tor instance, one.
may learm. certain phonii;procedures for "soUndiiig Qft" large numbers of.words

and may therefore appearAohe a very successfulL'eginning reader. Howevei

this sarn sounding-out procedure is an extremely inefficient barrler'to

comprehension when it is used as the Means of a-tOaking each word tfiat is met.
As a result of this practice.it is not uncommon .0hat priNary zrade teachers
ari: considered to be very competent because of -tive apparent succ.ess of their

students, but intermeolate grade teachers find -tWt the children Are not,suc.:
cessful in "content areas," a direct restilt of tpe "succesCul" instruction
which.las used.in the primary grades. .Through lAit, the .ecler uses mediating

prOces'ies forthe recognition pf each Word--proses which should.iong since
.have 58come unnecessary and .which are stumblingLP1Qcks rather than aids (Smith,

1971; .
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A COMBINATION OF STRATEGIES

From the preceding discussion, it should be clear that,Words cannot be
successfully decoded with the use of a single decoding strategy. .At shown above,
the. praciice of using any single strategy leaves too.much oPportunity for error.
The only procedure that can essentially eliminate possibilities for error is
the use of combined strategies (K,S. amith, 1973). As noted earlier, the use
of a choice of strategies is an imprevement'over dependence upon a single de-
coding strategy. Nevertheless, the choice-of-strategies approach still leaves
an unacceptable i:.argin for error since a child merely tries one strategy, then
another, rather than using them in combination. In.a sentence-tUch as "We
played a game of ," there might be a Considerable range of.werds consis-
tent with the-semantic an&syntactic context-- -Tho-unknowm-word.might-te tennis-,
pool, basketball, football, baseball, etc. If however, we note that the first
letter is,a t, then the only possible choice from those given is tennis. If,
of course, the.initial letter is-b, then further graphic information would have
to be utilized. However, jt would-be inefficient to use more graphic infor-
mation than necessary in ol::Jr to be certain that one had made the correct
choice. If this soundt liko a guessing game, it is%, but it's guessing with
corroborative data (Freeman, 1973; Goodman, 1968, 1976A, t9768)..

In a study conducted with college students to determine the athount of
accuracy attainable through the use of context in combination with various gra-
phic clues, we used Children's books in grades one to eight frOm a 'Variety of
contentareas. We deleted every .seventh word, thus providing the reader with
some 86 percent known words, and then asked students to fill in thedolanks. It
was not our purpose, at this point, to determine how'well children use such fn-
formation. Rather, it was our purpose to determine the extent to which such in-
formation was available in the.text.

The table on page 58 shows that With firsl: grade materials, one zan achieve
at least 96.1 percent accuracy through the use of only the initial consonant in
combination with context. This percentage drops off as the choice of words be-
comes greater in the higher, grades. Nonetheless, one can,achieve a "word iden-
tification" accuracy level of approximately 80 percent or' better through the use
of only context and the initial letter for the whole fi-,r.-throug%-eighth-grade
range of materials used in this. study.

This does not, of course, imply that skills beyond the use of context and
the initial consonant or vowel be ignored, instead place, the emphasis in be7 (

ginning reading on.those strategies that yield the iseatest Tf,
as argued- earriFf-, it is the case that the meanirgs of words can be izecisely
identified only in the contexts in which they occur, then it becomes clear that a

the use of context in Combination with the initial consonant is sUfficient for
accuracy in decoding in the overwhelming majorifye,f cases. Furthermore, with
this,combination-of-strategies approach, a child is trained to use the graphic
information necessary for the 'elimination of error, rather .than trained to
laboriously sound out words unnecessarily. It is, therefore, suggc.:sted that
children be trained in kindergarten and first grade in the use of context on, an
oral/aural plane. Some materials.useful for this purpose are Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston's Kinder Owl and Little owl series, and most of children's pOetry.
As a child begins to read, his earlier oral/aural training in the use of con-
text .will.enable him to feel' comfortable with the use of conteXt for decoding;
ari as soon as he learns some initial consonants, he can begin to ute a combin-
ation of strategies.
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Ta' le .1

Story. Title
& Grade
Level

Initial
Letter .

Only

Initial
Consonant
Only

Initial
Consonant or
Cluster

initial
Consorant. or
Cluster or
Vowel

Initial Con-
sonant or
Vowol'& V....st

Letter 2

Susan & the
Telephone

(I)

92.5% 196.1% 98.2% 97:8% 100%

Fish for
Dinner (1) 94.0% 91.3%

Susan Bear-
skin (3) 90;9% 85.4% 89'.7% ..95.8

Light-
houses (3) 82:S% 05,2%

Picture Visit
to FBI (6) 69.5% 85.8%

Thief of SU:
ver Spring
(6)

.

79.2 % 72.3 78.2% .. 75.1% 84,1%

Inventions
(7-8) 84.2% 76:5%.

British
Isles (7-8) 84.50,, 73.6%

Percentage. of Accuracy in Decoding Modified Cloze Passages
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